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ABSTRACT
This investigation focuses on the effects of selected
social and attitudinal variables upon voting for George
Wallace in the 1968 Presidential election.

In addition*

the study examines whether or not there are significant
differences in types of voting patterns such as standpatting* switching* nonvoting or extreme conservatism
according to social characteristics and attitudinal
variables.

The social variables are occupation* educa

tional attainment* income status and voluntary organiza
tional involvement.

The attitudinal phenomena are polit

ical alienation and a radical right "Weltanschauung".
Two hypotheses were tested using data gathered from
one-hundred residents in Baton Rouge* Louisiana.

One

hypothesis states that the Wallace vote is the result
of an additive relationship among low socio-economic
status* low voluntary organizational involvement* political
alienation* and a radical right "Weltanschauung".

The

second hypothesis states that significant differences are
found with respect to occupation* educational attainment*
income status* political alienation and a radical right
orientation among STANDPATTERS* SWITCHERS* EXTREME CONSER
VATIVES and NONVOTERS.
The major findings are:
1.

The Wallace vote is more closely related to semi
unskilled rather than skilled blue collar status

X.

despite the fact that the latter shows a positive
relationship to Wallace voting.
2.

There is a markedly higher pro-Wallace tendency among
persons who did not finish high school than for those
who did complete high school.

3-

Persons who completed high school and feel politically
alienated are appreciably more pro-Wallace compared
to nonalienated high school graduates.

4.

Politically alienated skilled blue collar workers are
more pro-Wallace than the nonalienated blue collar
segment.

5.

In itself upper income status adversely influences
the Wallace vote; however, when it is associated with
political alienation the Wallace vote is raised.

6.

Political alienation related to both a rightist and
nonrightist orientation significantly induces Wallace
support.

Conversely, nonalienation related to non

rightist attitudes reduces Wallace tendencies.
7.

Standpat Republicans exhibit several distinctive
traits:

(a) professional-managerial status, (b) upper

income status, (c) college education, (d) nonaliena
tion, and (e) a non-radical right "Weltanschauung".
8.

Standpat Democrats for the most part are skilled blue
collar workers, high school graduates, and fall within
the income category of $12,000-15,00 0.

9.

The extreme conservative pattern is characteristic of
semi-unskilled workers, non-high school graduates,

low Income status., politically alienated individuals,
and a radical right

10.

"Weltanschauung".

Persons switching from Democrat to Republican in
1964-68 are mostly non-professional/managerial white
collar workers, persons who have attended but not
graduated from college, and those who are non-politically alienated.

With respect to income, D - R ’s fall

almost evenly within the middle and upper levels.
Finally, there are no noticeable differences between
rightist/nonrightist inclinations among D-R switchers.
From the findings in this study, it is concluded
that:
1.

Political alienation is an intervening variable between
low SES but not between low voluntary organizational
involvement in producing the Wallace vote.

Hence, the

mass politics premise regarding political "deviancy"
in national elections as the result of a lack of inter
mediate secondary group participation is not empirically
warranted by this study.
2.

Political alienation does not operate independently of
social structural conditions, especially low occupa
tional and educational status, in bringing about Third
Party and/or extremist political behavior.

3.

When inter-related with certain SES factors political
alienation more than right-wing views results in sup
port for a candidate who openly challenges existing

political institutions* and who offers immediate and
simple solutions to individuals1 perceived political
powerlessness* disaffection and negativism vis a vis
the dominant political order.
Future research should give more attention to (a) the
specific elements in the political institutional order
toward which the perceived negativism and resentment
are directed; and (b) those structural conditions which
generate political alienation.

In connection with the

latter* several variables are suggested; namely* status
inconsistency* regional/community background* and
religion.

In short* future research should concentrate

on any factors operating in a specific socio-cultural
milieu which might bring about an estrangement from
•at# -

the dominant political order.

CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

Alienation has long been used as an important con
struct in political sociology.

Different theorists have

defined it in quite different contexts but., nonetheless,
In one guise or another, alienation has been a factor of
many sociological theories of political behavior.

For

example, Bendix. and Lipset in CLASS, STATUS AND POWER have
shown that Marx's conception of alienation played an impor
tant, though generally unstated, role in his theory of the
relationship between social class and political action.
(1953:

35-^5)

Then, too, in their analyses on the nature

of democracy early sociologists since Tocqueville have
alluded to the idea of alienation as a major threat to the
orderly functioning of democratic systems.
In another category, it has been asserted by writers
like Hoffer and Cantril that supporters of mass movements
are found among persons who possess certain psychological
characteristics predisposing them to become estranged from
their political culture and to reject democratic values .^
Others have presented different versions on the psychological asp.erLs_jaf_41aJdJ1i.caL.. alienation.

In this context the

emphasis has been based primarily upon one of two things:

1See Eric Hoffer, THE TRUE BELIEVER: THOUGHTS ON THE
NATURE OF MASS MOVEMENTS (New York: New American Library,
1958); and Hadley Cantril, THE POLITICS OF DESPAIR (New York
Basic Books, 1958).

(l) the renunciation of democratic "rules of trie game"
2
leading to psychological alienation and anxiety;
or (2 )
an absence or conflict in political values* goals* and
practices resulting in a peculiar kind of political anomie.
Exponents of mass politics have described modern Wes
tern society as one in which persons lack attachment to
primary and secondary associations.

Whatever the differ

ences among individual writers* there is a common core of
description in the term "mass society" which suggests a
type of social organization characterized by the loss of
mediating associations lying between the individual and the
state thereby resulting in a particular kind of political
alienation.

Thus* according to mass theorists* alienation

is clearly a structurally-identifiable phenomenon in contem
porary Western society.

Lacking signficant associations in

mediating structures the individual may become politically

p

A quasi-psychological theory of political estrange
ment is presented by Franz Neumann* THE DEMOCRATIC AND
AUTHORITARIAN STATE (Glencoe: Illinois: Free Press* 1957).
especially "Anxiety and Politics" pp. 270-300. Another
interesting argument on the implications of the loss of
political beliefs is found by E. V. Walter* "The Politics
of Decivilization" in Maurice Stein e t . al.* eds.* IDENTITY
AND ANXIETY (New York: Free Press of Glencoe* i960)* pp.
291 - 3 08 .
^The disjunction between the 1 deals -and the realities
of our political culture has been the subject of many books
in sociology. Two good examples are Robert M. Maclver* THE
RAMPARTS WE GUARD (New York: MacMillan* 1950); and
Sebastian de Grazia* THE POLITICAL COMMUNITY: A STUDY OF
ANOMIE (Chicago: University of Chicago Press* 1948)* es
pecially chapter 3. "Conflict Between Belief Systems*" pp.
47-72.
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apathetic; or., he may even strongly reject existing politi
cal norms and seek extremist alternatives to his situation.
Leading advocates of mass politics have been quite concerned
over the fact that as modern democratic societies become
more structurally mass-organized the potential for indi
viduals to accept extremist responses and solutions is
greatly increased. If we follow this argument to its logical
conclusion, we are forced to the assumption that political
alienation (the detachment from and/or the rejection of
democratic political institutions) within mass society is
related to political extremism.
As shown in the next chapter, an independent body of
literature is found dealing with political extremism and
the social conditions that produce it.

What is most impor

tant about these studies with respect to alienation theory
is the oblique, but sometimes explicit, suggestion that per
sons in lower socio-economic categories are more prone to
political extremism partly as a consequence of separated
and weakened attachment to the existing political system.
Based on the above statements regarding mass politics
and political extremism, a three-part proposition can be
•)

derived relating to political alienation.

Simply stated,

persons within certain socio-economic groups, particularly
poorly educated working-class individuals, are less likely
to participate in intermediate voluntary associations.

In

addition, the higher the social isolation, the greater the
political alienation; and given this latter relationship,

4
the greater the propensity for political extremism and
intolerance.
In recent years there has been a growing interest' by
other researchers in clarifying the conceptual properties
of political alienation, in devising the operational mea
sures for it, and in examining the relationship between
political alienation and certain kinds of political actions.
Generally speaking, the research has been one of two kinds.
On the one hand, some have employed general alienation con
structs such as "anomia" and "misanthropism”, in relation
to nonvoting tendencies and political attitudes.
The other type of research defines and selects empir
ical referents for political alienation per se.

Typical of

this approach is the tendency to define political aliena
tion as (l) perceived powerlessness within the dominant
political system, (2 ) the belief by an individual that this
powerlessness is illegitimate, and (3 ) the concomitant dis
content and resentment toward the prevailing system.

Once

defined and operationalized, political alienation is inves
tigated for its effect upon political behavior, particularly
nonvoting and opposition voting in elections.
Combining the two foregoing approaches with earlier
remarks on mass politics and extremism, a set of proposi
tions emerges which is essential to the development of
political alienation theory.

First, there is the persis

tent idea that it should manifest itself in specific be
haviors and perspectives whenever alienated individuals

5
enter into political action.

Second, at the national level,

political alienation is assumed conducive to nonvoting since
the alienated reject the dominant political system hut are
unahle to find meaningful solutions in either the Democratic
or Republican parties as each is thought to represent the
established order.

It has been further suggested that the

politically alienated will actively participate in national
elections when a third political party and/or extremist
candidate is running, for both provide opportunities for
the alienated to register their resentment toward the exis
ting system.

Furthermore there is a strong contention that

political alienation is closely associated with cynicism
about the present and future state of politics as well as
with a strong mistrust of politicians, and the belief that
the system and politicians are extremely corrupt.
Having presented a very general overview of the
theoretical aspects of political alienation we gain some
notion of the manner in which this phenomenon is regarded
by political sociologists.

It is also noteworthy that

theorists and researchers see political alienation as an
attitudinal variable; i.e. as a coherent set of ideas direc
ted at specific aspects of the political order.

By the same

token, researchers are becoming more explicit about concep
tualizing and measuring political alienation in accordance
with its generative social conditions and the specific
political behavioral consequences concomitant to it.

6

This introduction into the nature of political
alienation enables us to present the objectives of the
study in a more meaningful way.

The following two sections

of this chapter state the problem and hypotheses to be
investigated.

The final section points out the contribu

tions to political alienation theory this study hopes to
make.
THE PROBLEM OP THE STUDY
The purpose of the present study is three-fold.
First, we intend to replicate, with slight modifications,
existing notions of political alienation as perceived
powerlessness, normlessness, and resentment toward the
established political order.

A section of the Methodology

chapter is devoted to explaining how political alienation
has been conceptualized in previous research together with
the strengths and weaknesses of existing concepts.

Also

the definition and derivation of operational measures adop
ted by the present study are described.

For the moment,

suffice to say political alienation is regarded in part as
a unidimensional attitudinal variable composed of four subdimensions.

Briefly, these are:

1.

Recognition by an individual that a power struc
ture exists which in some way is unresponsive
and indifferent to his goals, interests, and
wishes.

2.

A belief held by an individual that his owxl .
action cannot appreciably affect or influence
the outcome of political events or decisions;
this is known as "perceived powerlessness" in
the literature.

7
3.

An acceptance of the democratic political norm
that a person should have a say-so about political
events and decisions which directly affect his
life. Along with this is the belief that the norm
is somehow violated within the existing state of
political affairs. This is known as "political
normlessness" by researchers.

4.

An individual's mistrust of public officials plus
cynicism and resentment toward existing political
institutions.

Second, political alienation propositions and concepts
are extended to the national level.

That is, we will ex

amine the effect political alienation has upon behavior
relating to national politics.

More specifically, concen

tration will be focused upon political actions such as
voting in Presidential elections.
Finally, and most important, we will investigate
political alienation as one, among other variables, within
a more or less inclusive theoretical model.

In this way

political alienation is considered as a variable inter
mediate between specific antecedent conditions and certain
types of political behavior.

This is done to verify or

reject certain propositions derived directly from mass
politics theory, political extremism, and empirical politi
cal alienation research.

With respect to this third ob

jective, the analysis is confined to the following variables:
socio-economic status; voluntary organizational involvement;
political alienation; right-wing extremist perspective; and
support for George Wallace, a Third party presidential can
didate in the 1968 election.

THE HYPOTHESES OP THE STUDY
From a propositional inventory on mass politics
theory, political alienation research, and political ex
tremism, we arrived at the objectives just mentioned.

How

ever, in order to engage in a more precise analysis, the
purpose of the study must be stated in formal hypotheses.
The following research hypotheses will be tested by the
present study.
HYPOTHESIS I
The Wallace vote is the result of an additive
relationship between blue collar, low education
and low income status, a lack of voluntary organ
izational involvement, political alienation, and
a radical right perspective.
HYPOTHESIS II
There are differential voting patterns over two
consecutive presidential elections associated
with socio-economic factors and varying degrees
of political alienation.
Definitions and operational referents employed for
the independent and dependent variables in the above
hypotheses are found in Chapter Three, Measurement of
Variables.

In the following section, some of the most

significant aspects of the present study are pointed out.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
One contribution to the study of political alienation
this study hopes to make is to aid those efforts already
underway toward a more precise clarification in the meaning
of the term.

We contend that by focusing on political

alienation as a social-psychological variable directly

9
generated by and related to specific aspects in the politi
cal order, our approach is a viable alternative to those
who define alienation simply as'"anomia" or as assorted
generalized feelings of powerlessness, social isolation,
normlessness, and self-estrangement within society-at-large.
In the first place, neither construct explicitly distin
guishes between political alienation and other forms of
alienation so one cannot be sure exactly what it is being
studied.

More unfortunate, in using the anomia approach,

it may be that one is not studying political alienation at
all but only a nebulous psychological state of despair,
anxiety, fatalism and the like.

Hence, we suggest that a

better understanding of alienation as a social phenomenon
can be gained by moving away from purely psychological and
generalized self-estrangement concepts.
The best definitions indicate that political aliena
tion _Is not indifference to politics nor a single dimension
of political futility and powerlessness.

Horton and

Thompson express the matter quite clearly when they say:
Political alienation implies not only the fact of
objective social isolation, but also an awareness
and evaluation of it. It is discontent involving
commitment to existing norms and frustration of
efforts to be politically effective within the
framework of those norms. The discontent resulting
from this must be subsumed under the concept (po
litical) alienation. One is alienated from what is
believed to be an appropriate state. That is, one
feels alienated from the dominate powers not simply
because of being peripheral to their activities,

10
but also because this powerlessness’ is regarded as in
some sense illegitimate.'^
In the above statement, Thompson and Horton clearly suggest
that political alienation is a multidimensional phenomenon
composed of factors relating to the political order.

We

submit that the four dimensions chosen here to define polit
ical alienation meet the criteria of Horton and Thompson.
Furthermore, such a conceptualization, if supported empir
ically, can have much value to future research into the
problem.
The present study extends existing notions of polit
ical alienation as an independent variable by designing
the analysis at the national level.

Except on a very

limited scale, this has been ignored in prior research on
the political behavioral ramifications of political aliena
tion.

Certainly if generalizations are to be accumulated

which can be translated into political alienation theory,
this gap in the research must be filled.

Furthermore, if

the concept as it is presently employed does not manifest
the expected behavioral results at the national level in
such ways as extremist voting and the like, its explanatory
value as a political sociological variable is highly ques
tionable .

^John Horton and Wayne Thompson, "Powerlessness and
Negativism: Defeat of Local Referendums," AMERICAN JOURNAL
OF SOCIOLOGY, 67 (March, 1962) p. 486. Italics are ours.
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A study like this one in which political alienation
is regarded as an intermediate variable between its antece
dent social determinants (i.e., low SES and low organiza
tional involvement) and its proposed behavioral conse
quences (i.e., extremist perspectives and extremist polit
ical actions) is, indeed, one important way a theory of
political alienation can be validated.

In the first place,

such an approach strives to overcome the unfortunate ten
dency to view political alienation as a phenomenon sui
generis which once, and however, produced operates inde
pendently of its causes and exerts an independent effect
upon certain kinds of political action.
In the second place, by including some measure of
structural social isolation advanced by mass politics
theory we can deduce much about how political alienation
is brought about and subsequently influences tendencies
toward political participation.

For some reason--not en

tirely clear to us--political alienation researchers have
virtually omitted this from their studies.
on this point is quite explicit.

Yet the theory

Simply, the lack of or

ganizational involvement possibly leads to political aliena
tion and the result may be, under certain circumstances,
anti-democratic behavior.

A multivariate, causal-effeet

analysis is strongly needed to determine whether or not
political alienation is a free-floating, fortuitous condi
tion or a situationally-induced phenomon.

Stated differ

ently, it is necessary to ascertain which structural
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factors are conducive to political alienation as well as
what its behavioral consequences are.

In a theoretical

sense, then, it is superfluous to regard political aliena
tion as a unidimensional set of attitudes about the politi
cal order without some knowledge of the conditions that
bring it about.

Systematic analysis into the nature of

anti-democratic behavior in relation to political aliena
tion is necessary because the theory clearly dictates this
to us.

If such extremist tendencies are not verified by

an analytical model, there may not be any political aliena
tion theory worth pursuing.
In conclusion, if an empirical relationship between
antecedent social conditions, political alienation and
political extremism can be verified in a multivariate model
the theoretical nature of political alienation is enhanced.
Conversely, if the model yields contradictory results,
there will be strong reason to suspect that currently cir
culating ideas and measures for political alienation may
be invalid and need to be re-defined and/or propositions
to be reformulated.
The following chapter reviews in detail the litera
ture relevant to the present study.

Moreover, a fuller

examination of the propositions and assumptions underlying
the present study is presented.

CHAPTER TWO:

REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature will focus on three
areas.

The first consists of studies dealing with mass

politics theory.

Second* the literature on authoritar

ianism and right-wing radicalism and their implications
for political alienation are discussed.

Finally* that

body of studies known as "political alienation research"
is examined.

Main interest is in those works which contain

theoretical statements and empirical findings germane to
the variables studied in this paper.

More specifically*

careful attention is given to studies which clarify the
concepts and theoretical framework adopted by the present
study.
A.

MASS POLITICS* ALIENATION AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
Judging from the almost limitless literature on "mass

society" there is vast diversity in the connotations and
viewpoints adopted by Its proponents."'"

By and large* its

propositions have been translated into political language
under the rubric* mass politics.

In this way* many soci

ologists have been led to the conclusion* rightly or wrongly*

Many have attempted to clarify the meaning of "mass
society" in concise terms; unfortunately only a few have
succeeded. For two good introductions into this subject
see Harold Wilensky* "Mass Society and Mass Culture*"
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW* 29 (April* 1964)* 173-196
and Edward Shils* "Mass Society And Its Culture*" DAEDALUS*
89 (Spring, i960) 288-314.
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that mass societies demonstrate a particular form of
politics.

Generally speaking, there are two minds on the

political consequences of mass politics.

One emphasizes

the trends toward conformity and passivity by large seg
ments of the population brought about by highly centralized
political organizations, manipulation by formal agencies
such as mass media, and sundry other social structural
conditions.

On the other hand, several view the "masses"

as increasingly susceptible to demagogues, extremist ideol3
ogy and anti-democratic behavior.
The latter viewpoint
is more in keeping with the present theory since political
extremism on the right is an important factor in this study.
Despite his severely critical position, Gusfield has
given a remarkable condensation of the essential ideas held
by mass theorists with respect to anti-democratic behavior.

4

^Two are C. Wright Mills, THE POWER ELITE (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1957) and David Riesman, THE
LONELY CROWD (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950).
^The following relevant writings embody the theory of
mass politics: William Kornhauser, THE POLITICS OP MASS
SOCIETY (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1959)J Hannah
Arendt, THE ORIGINS OP TOTALITARIANISM (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1954); Robert Nisbet, THE QUEST FOR COMMUNITY
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1953); Philip Selznick,
THE ORGANIZATIONAL WEAPON (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1952);
and Eric Fromm, ESCAPE FROM FREEDOM (New York:
Rinehart,
1954).
^■Joseph Gusfield, "Mass Society and Extremist Poli
tics," in J. Alan Winter, et. al., eds. VITAL PROBLEMS IN
AMERICAN SOCIETY (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 3984l6. It should be noted that Gusfield is highly critical
of mass politics theory, despite his excellent interpreta
tion of its assumptions.

He so thoroughly synthesizes the literature that it stands
as a propositional inventory in its own right.

In his view,,

the major assumption posited by mass theorists has been the
attenuation of independent intermediate groups with a
corresponding definition of society as a shapeless., undif
ferentiated structure.

In addition* five other proposi

tions advanced by mass politics are enumerated.

First*

impersonal bureaucratized relationships have replaced more
meaningful informal systems of loyalty and identification.
Second* egalitarian conditions and ideologies have weakened
previous systems of political and social authority.

Third*

technological innovations have standardized material cul
ture* social practices and cultural norms.

Fourth* rational

and hierarchical organization structures have increased
the possibility of oligarchical control over intermediate
groups.

Finally* the population has become homogeneous*

undifferentiated and less sharply identified into distinc
tive social groups and cultures.

(Gusfield:

pp. 399-^00)

With varying interpretations* mass politics exponents
hold the view that the aforementioned structural charac
teristics undermine the functioning of democratic institu
tions.

Formal organizational structures circumvent the

functions of intermediate groups in inculcating values and
in transmitting democratic norms.

Moreover* groups which

at one time were viable secondary associations like unions*
churches and schools now operate in a rational-formal manner
thereby rendering a member’s associational life as tenuous
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and at best tangential to meaningful identification and
participation.

In short, the major associations and insti

tutions of society have become "instrumental" (rational
means-ends) agencies and are no longer "valuational" and
"integrative" mechanisms for transmitting values and polit
ical norms.

(Gusfield, 1968:

408)

Gusfield regards mass politics theory as a consummate
expression of pluralist ideology, i.e. the belief that a
natural compromise of interests among diverse groups is
the only way to sustain a political democracy.

Such a

notion, he maintains, leads to the conclusion that when
ever, and for whatever reasons, pluralist politics are
impaired the inevitable result is political extremism.
(Gusfield, 1968:

407)

Most important to our purposes is

the view held by mass theorists that the diminuation of
intermediate structure induces social and political aliena
tion.

Stated differentially, structural disintegration in

mass society is assumed to manifest detachment from polit
ical institutions and, in turn, leads to political aliena
tion.

Kornhauser, for example, has suggested three psy

chological properties resulting from mass society conditions:
(l) the unattached individual feels estranged from others
and from his culture, (2 ) he feels personally impotent; and
(3 ) he experiences an overwhelming sense of political fu
tility.

Moreover, Kornhauser proposes that the socially

and politically alienated in the United States comprise a
rather distinct segment of the population inasmuch as they
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fall within marginal and isolated occupational categories,
have low educational achievement and are less likely than
other groups to have voluntary associational memberships.
(Kornhauser, 1959:

93-109).

In interpreting the mass politics alienation thesis,
Gusfield comments:
In both its structural and psychological elements
the theory of mass politics states that political
alienation - the detachment of the individual from
his political institutions - is a function of the
disintegrating influences of mass society on the
ties of sentiment and loyalty to specific groups
which characterized the social structure of democ
racies in an earlier historical period. Without
attachment to primary or to intermediate structures,
the individual has no national political institu
tions which command his loyalty to its political
norms.
(Gusfield, 1968: p. 408)
A corollary to this kind of social and political
estrangement is the tendency toward anti-democratic extrem
ist political behavior.

For the most part, mass theorists

define political extremism as an ideology or a movement that
advocates violation of the pluralist "compromise-tolerance"
rules of the game.

In this context an extremist is alien

ated from democratic institutions for he denies compromise
and political tolerance for opposing views and interests as
legitimate devices for mediating conflict.

5

To quote

^ K o m h a u s e r ’s (1959: 77) whole argument rests on the
premise that mass society is one characterized by "accessible
elites" and "available masses." According to Kornhauser,
intermediate groups help to protect elites from mass influ
ence by functioning as channels through which popular partic
ipation in uhe larger society may be directed and restrained.
Moreover, such mediating structures represent diverse and
conflicting interests but still are guarded by political
democratic norms. In a mass society political elites are
limited in authority and there are no mechanisms by which
the values and aspirations of citizens can be controlled.
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Gusfield once again:
Theorists of mass politics visualize extremist
movements as consequences of weakened attachments
to political institutions resulting from the break
down in functioning of primary and secondary asso
ciations in mass society. Without a sense of affili
ation to specific interest groups, the citizen has
no way to develop a frame of reference for political
events. Intermediate secondary associations cannot
touch him sufficiently to act as forces limiting
intensity of opposition and resentment of rival
political claims. Political figures become distrusted
and democratic institutions no longer legitimate sour
ces of social control.
(Gusfield, 1968: 404)
Based on Gusfield’s appraisal, which we consider to be
adequate, the mass politics position is quite simple:

An

individual becomes detached from the dominant political
culture when he is without effective intermediate struc
tural associations and he is more likely to become an
extremist than is the member of a structured interest group.
Among other theoretical weaknesses which are beyond
the scope of the present study, the mass politics thesis
regarding social isolation, political alienation and extrem
ist behavior is not supported by empirical evidence.

In

fact, this author could find only one empirical study which
had investigated the effect voluntary associational member
ship has upon differential rates of alienation and politi
cal participation and it was not focused on the extremist
ramifications of social alienation.

In that study Rose

compared a sample of organizations’ presidents with one
from the rank-and-file, nonorganized general population
in an effort to determine whether or not associational

membership was influential in political activities.

He

found participants in associations generally more active
in politics than non-members in that they had higher rates
of registered voters, higher voting rates in elections, and
were more likely to follow political issues in the media.
Ninety percent of the organizationally involved felt that
government cared "what ordinary people thought and wanted,"
while only fifty-five percent of their nonorganized counter
parts felt that way.

Rose also reported that participation

in voluntary associations was closely related to a sense
of satisfaction with the democratic process in general.

In

particular, the associational participants almost unani
mously believed that government was very responsive to
the public.
A plethora of empirical studies can be found on the
relationship between voluntary associational membership and
political participation, but these have not been concerned
specifically with testing such a relationship within the
framework of mass society concepts.

There are two cate

gories of literature on this problem but by no means are
they conceptually independent nor contradictory.

Taken as

a whole, studies in one group show that individuals who are
involved in voluntary organizations tend to participate in

^Arnold Rose, "Alienation And Participation: A Com
parison of Group Leaders and The ’Mass1," AMERICAN SOCIO
LOGICAL REVIEW, 27 (December, 1962), 834-838.
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politics more than those who are not.

7

Another literature

confirms the proposition that organizational involvement is
positively related to social position; the higher the SES,
the higher the rate of participation in voluntary organizations,8
In conclusion, the major contributions made by mass
society to the study of political alienation center mainly
around the structural factors that produce it.

In addition,

the notion of political alienation is more clearly illumi
nated.

Essentially, mass politics theory posits that polit

ical alienation may, in some instances, be manifested in

^The literature on this topic is virtually endless.
For representative studies see: William Buchanan, "An
Inquiry Into Purposive Voting," JOURNAL OF POLITICS, 18
(May, 1956), 281-296; Robert Agger and Vincent Ostrum,
"Political Participation In A Small Community," in Heinz
Eulau et. al., eds., POLITICAL BEHAVIOR (Glencoe, 111:
Free Press, 1956), 138-147; Charles Wright and Herbert
Hyman, "Voluntary Associational Memberships Of American
Adults," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 23 (June, 1958),
284-294; Herbert Maccoby, "The Differential Political Ac
tivity Of Participants In A Voluntary Association," AMERI
CAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, (June, 1958) 524-528; Basil Zimmer
and Amos Hawley, "The Significance Of Membership In Associ
ations," AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY, 65 (September, 1965),
196-201; and William Erbe, "Social Involvement and Political
Activity," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 29 (April, 1964),
198-216.

8

A few from a long list of studies include Morris
Axelrod, "Urban Structure and Social Participation," AMERI
CAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 21 (February, 1956), 13-18; John
Scott Jr., "Membership and Participation In Voluntary Asso
ciations," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 22 (June, 1957)*
315-326; Leonard Riessman, "Class, Leisure, and Social Par
ticipation," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 19 (February,
1954), 76-84; Howard Freeman e t . a l ., "Correlates Of Member
ship In Voluntary Association," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW,
(Oct., 1957), 528-533; and Robert Lane, POLITICAL LIFE,
(Glencoe, 111.: Free Press, 1959).
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reduced political activity.

Still the suggestion is more

strongly made that political alienation will more than
likely be associated with anti-democratic tendencies.
Despite the wealth of available data on organizational
involvement and political participation among segments of
the U. S. population, we could not locate a single empiri
cal study that had been done on the interrelationship be
tween low intermediate group involvement, political aliena
tion and political extremism.

Hence, we are forced to

derive our propositions mostly on descriptive and specu
lative theory.

Nevertheless, it is a starting point for

subsequent verificational analysis into the problem.
The following section reviews that literature more
directly concerned with alienation and political perspec
tives.
B.

ALIENATION; AUTHORITARIANISM AND RADICAL RIGHT PERSPEC
TIVES
Since our concern is not with developing an all-

inclusive sociological theory on the nature and causes of
right-wing radicalism nor in identifying the properties of
radical right movements, much of the literature on this
subject is eliminated from review and evaluation.

For the

most part, the review leads to a convergence between three
related, but conceptually distinct, phenomena; namely,
authoritarianism, right-wing extremism, and alienation.
After the California studies of the late 1940’s and
early 1950’s the belief became widespread that a personality
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syndrome called "authoritarianism" had been isolated and
that it could be measured by the F-Scale of Adorno et. al.
Generally speaking* the initial construct was thought to
yield a valid estimate of general anti-democratic tendencies
at the personality level.

The appearance of THE AUTHORI

TARIAN PERSONALITY in 1950 stimulated a tremendous amount
of research and discussion.

Moreover* a number of studies

were designed to measure rightist authoritarianism and/or
to clarify the relationship between authoritarianism*
political attitudes and extremist behavior.

9

Although not directly concerned with alienation*
many political sociologists have dealt with the ramifica
tions of authoritarianism to political behavior.

Lipset*

for example* long has been interested in anti-democratic
tendencies as well as in delineating the social conditions
generating them.

It is difficult to give a precise defi

nition of authoritarianism as Lipset viewed it* for despite
his suggestion that authoritarianism and political extrem
ism are conceptually distinct phenomena* he uses them in
close reference to one another.

He has indicated that

"extremist" refers to an action or political ideology which
is clearly outside established democratic political insti
tutions and practices.

On the other hand* authoritarianism

^For an excellent summary of the uses of the P-Scale
in social and psychological research see Richard Christie
and Marie Jahoda* eds.* STUDIES IN THE SCOPE AND METHOD OP
"THE AUTHORITARIAN PERSONALITY"* (Glencoe* Illinois: Free
Press* 195^).
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is an attitudinal predisposition consisting of personality
characteristics like (l) rigidity in outlook., (2 ) intoler
ance for individuals and groups who do not hold compatible
or similar ideas, (3 ) dogmatism and the tendency to view
events, ideas, and behavior in "black and white", "good
or evil" terms, (4) a tendency to desire and uncritically
accept immediate, simple solutions to problems as well as
support leaders who advocate such solutions.

According to

Lipset, the relationship between extremism and authoritar
ianism lies in the fact that latter predispositions are
10
often conducive to anti-democratic behavior.
Lipset was concerned not only with the conceptual
relationship between these phenomena, he also theorizes
about the social causes and political consequences of
authoritarianism.

He has written,

The specific propensity of given social strata to
support extremist or democratic political parties
cannot be derived or predicted from a knowledge of
their psychological predisposition or from their
attitudes alone. Both evidence and theory suggest,
however, that the lower strata are relatively more
authoritarian and that - other things being equal they will be more attracted toward an extremist
movement than toward a moderate or democratic one.
(1964: p. 482)
Lipset concentrates on "the general life-situation of lower
class persons."

Several elements are singled out as being

most influential in bringing about an authoritarian

■^See Seymour Lipset, "Democracy and Working Class
Authoritarianism," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 24
(August, 1964), 482-506.
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predisposition.

These are:

authoritarian family patterns;

fundamentalist religion; limited educational experience;
isolated and homogeneous group existence; status tensions
and insecurities; and a general lack of socio-cultural
sophistication.

It is instructive to discuss some of these

factors in detail.
First,, Lipset shows that the level of formal education
is closely correlated with occupation and with undemocratic
attitudes.

He suggests that an increase in educational

attainment has the effect of raising the proportion of
democratic attitudes at each occupational level.

He states,

The quality of educational experience is more highly
associated with political behavior than occupational
experience per se. But both inferior education and
low occupational position are highly intercorrelated
and are part of the complex making up low status and
are associated with a lack of political tolerance.
(1964: pp. 489-490)
Lipset also singles out rigid fundamentalism and
chiliastic dogmatism as being closely linked to authori
tarian characteristics.

In addition, he cites low organi

zational involvement, social isolation and cultural homo
geneity as important variables inducing authoritarianism.
To quote Lipset once again:
Lower-status groups participate less in formal organi
zations, read fewer magazines and books regularly,
possess less information on public affairs, vote less,
and in general, are less interested in politics. The
available evidence suggests that each of these attri
butes is related to democratic attitudes...American
findings also indicate that authoritarians join fewer
’community groups’ than non-authoritarians...Nonvoters
and 'those less interested in political matters are
much more intolerant and xenophobic than those who
vote and have political interests.
(1964:
490)

In essence, Lipset is arguing the mass politics
thesis which posits that the lower the voluntary associa
tional involvement^ the higher the social alienation.; there
fore, the lower the legitimate political participation.
Lipset is implicit about how social isolation affects polit
ical behavior.

He maintains that lower-class persons are

generally isolated, from the viscissitudes of middle and
upper class cultural patterns and as such do not develop
a sophisticated and complex, view of the political structure
which makes for political tolerance.

Also important is the

separation of one’s occupation from different occupational
groups.

He refers to this as "occupational isolation" and

maintains it is characteristic of many manual workers,
farmers, and small independent businessmen.

According to

Lipset, such groups show high authoritarian predispositions.
In conclusion Lipset uncovers several facets of the
nature and underlying conditions of authoritarianism which
have direct relevance to political alienation theory.

In

particular, Lipset has drawn a picture of authoritarianism
within a framework of objective socio-cultural alienation.
While one may argue with him over certain political be
havioral consequences like nonvoting, we do derive the
assumption that social isolation may lead to political
intolerance.

Moreover, Lipset assists in identifying organ

isational involvement
for our study.

and low SES

as important variables
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Edwin Barker also has obtained data which are helpful
to understanding the nature of right-wing extremism.

Study

ing a sample of students at Ohio State University, Barker
obtained data which confirmed his hypothesis that the Fscale measures "rightist" authoritarianism more than "gen
eral" authoritarianism.

Furthermore, there was a significant

correlation between the F-scale and rightest ideology in
the sense that authoritarians advocated strong punitive
measures for "un-American" action, endorsed restrictions
in freedom of speech, and were rigid and inflexible in
their political views.

Barker reported that authoritarian

rightists tend to actively participate in political groups
which espouse direct solutions to problems.

Unfortunately,

he does not identify the social characteristics of authori
tarian rightists.

The best we can deduce from his study

is that authoritarianism does have a correlation to rightwing ideology.
In addition to authoritarian political tendencies, a
good deal of effort has been devoted to defining rightist
political extremism, locating its adherents and identifying
its social determinants.

Victor Ferkiss, for example, sees

the radical right as both "rightist" in ideology and
"authoritarian" in personality and predisposition.

Radi

calism is the product of socio-cultural and attitudinal

Edwin Barker, "Authoritarianism of the Political
Right, Center, and Left," JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES, 19
(April, 1963), 63-74.
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elements which express themselves outside the existing po12
litical institutions.
According to Ferkiss, right-wing
radicalism is not a single organized political force albeit
radical organizations like the John Birch Society and others
do exist.

Sociologically, adherents come largely from the

lower, but rising, middle classes.

Most important, Ferkiss

considers movements like McCarthyism in the 1950's as direct
responses to deep resentment toward existing institutions.
(Ferkiss, 1962:

6)

To him current right-wing radicalism

represents a growing feeling of social and political impo
tence on the part of adherents and is more prevalent among
those in positions with little power over political affairs
or who feel most threatened by rapid socio-economic change particularly the socially mobile from lower to lower-middle
class.

13

Hence, Ferkiss is suggesting that rightist

12victor Ferkiss, "Political and Intellectual Origins
of American Radicalism: Right and Left," ANNALS OF AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE, 344 (Nov. 1962) p.
4-8. Others, too, have dealt with the difficulties involved
in delineating the radical right ideology and empirically.
See also Gary Rush, "Toward A Definition Of The Extreme
Right," PACIFIC SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 6 (Fall, 1963), 64-73.
IS
^Ferkiss' position closely parallels those who ex
plain right radicalism in terms of "status politics" and
"status inconsistency." For an example of the "status pol
itics" thesis see Richard Hofstadder, "The Ps'udo-Conservative Revolt," in Bell, OP. CIT. pp. 47-75- The Status
anxieties position is expressed by Daniel Bell, ed. "Status
Politics and New Anxieties:
On The Radical Right and Ide
ologies of the Fifties," THE END OF IDEOLOGY (New York:
Free Press, 1961) pp. 103-123.
Others have posited that
status inconsistency causes rightist extremism, for example
see Gerhard Lenski, "Status Inconsistency and The Vote,"
ASR (April, 1967) 298-301; and Gary Rush, "Status Consistency
and Right Wing Extremism," ASR, 32 (Feb. 1967), 86-92.
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extremism may be due to certain kinds of socio-political
powerlessness.

Moreover, his emphasis is upon the under

lying conditions which precipitate tensions and dissatis
faction with the political status quo.

For example, he

contends that McCarthy supporters in the 1950's saw their
enemies as the educated, the upper classes, and any groups
thought to have a disportionate control over institutions.
The radical right, he contends, is largely composed of
lower middle class persons who feel they have little, if
any, control over the major social, political, and economic
institutions in American society.

14

15
In another study, Wolfinger, e t . a l .
focused on the
social, political, and attitudinal characteristics of par
ticipants in "The Christian Anti-Communist Crusade" founded
by Schwartz in the early i9 6 0 's .

Their respondents were

largely an upper-middle status group coming mainly from
business and professional occupations, with family incomes
in excess of $13,000 per year, some college education and
college graduates, and non-fundamentalist Protestants.

The

"crusaders" were overwhelmingly Republican in their politi
cal preference.
i960.

Ninety-two percent had voted for Nixon in

Fifty-eight percent expressed a preference for
14

This same theme is reiterated by Peter Viereck,
"The Revolt Against the Elite," in Bell, THE RADICAL RIGHT
(1967) pp. 185-20 8.
15

Raymond Wolfinger, et. a l . "America's Radical Right:
Politics and Ideology," in David Apter, e d . IDEOLOGY AND
DISCONTENT (New York: Free Press, 1964), 262-293.
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Goldwater as the presidential candidate in 1964 while
forty-two percent favored Nixon.

Their findings supported

established notions that the radical right perceive a
Communist menace and conspiracy, are intolerant of persons
with opposing political views., ex.toil 19th Century virtues
of self-reliance and laissez-faire economics., and favor
severe actions and supressive tactics to keep liberals.,
and communists from expressing their "subversive" political
ideology.
The researchers attempted to identify and explain the
causes for radicalism by relying on three theoretical frame
works:

social alienation, status anxiety, and fundamental

ist religious affiliation.

They reported that the data

obtained did not support any of these concepts.

We should

comment on their findings regarding social alienation.
In order to ascertain whether or not the "crusaders"
lacked secondary group attachments, Wolfinger e t . a l . tabu
lated the number of group memberships held by the respon
dents.

In a somewhat fatuous manner, they hypothesized

that if the "crusaders" did not exhibit high rates of or
ganizational membership, it would prove that social isola
tion is related to right-wing extremism.
them to reject the hypothesis.

The findings led

Then, using the "political

efficacy" scale of Campbell and his associates at the Sur- vey Research Center at Michigan, they concluded that radical
rightists do not exhibit high political inefficacy.

Several things are most unfortunate about their
design and conclusions.

In the first place., the "crusaders"

were a highly selective sample with respect to upper-middle
class characteristics:
come.

high occupation, education and in

A brief review of available data would have showed

that such persons are prone to join organizations - espe
cially better educated business and professional individuals.
The presence of organizational involvement among the "cru
saders" was a foregone conclusion.

Hence, the question of

"social alienation" was rhetorical and superfluous in that
study.

Second, these same SES traits are characteristically

related to higher rates of political participation and
Republican party identification.

It has also been shown

that upper-middle social position is correlated with rela
tively high feelings of "political efficacy" and voting.
One cannot avoid evaluating Wolfinger’s findings on
social alienation, political powerlessness and radicalism
as anything but dubious and inconclusive.

Moreover, the

"Crusaders" do not represent a substantial proportion of
the radical right anymore than would a single sample of
Birchers.

Hence, Wolfinger e t . al. were simply deriving

descriptive empirical generalizations about participants
in a single - perhaps even isolated - radical right organi
zation.

Based on their findings, the best generalization -

one can make is that higher SES groups with organizational
involvement participate in a specific radical right move
ment and are not necessarily politically powerless.'
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Studies like Wolfinger’s confirm the need to refine propo
sitions about alienation, extremism and political behavior.
Again, more sophisticated theorizing into the nature
of right-wing extremism has been done by Lipset whose ideas
16
on the subject appear in several writings.
Generally
speaking, his statements on the radical right parallel and
extend earlier notions about authoritarianism.

Suffice to

say, Lipset explores the concept of political extremism in
greater depth in his studies on right-wingism.

For one.

thing, he explicitly deals with political and social forces
generating right-wing extremism such as "status and class
politics."

He identifies certain segments considered to

be characteristically rightist radicals.

Initially, he

gave these as downwardly mobile old American groups, up
wardly mobile ethnic groups, the newly rich, small inde
pendent businessmen, isolated workers, midwestern German
isolationists, and catholics.
a later study (1959:

(1955:

185)

However, in

1-3 2 ) he altered his scheme to in

clude lower strata manual workers, the less educated, the
lower middle class, farmers, and self-employed businessmen.

1

J-uSeymour Lipset*s major writings pertaining almost
exclusively to right-wing extremism include:
"The Radical
Right: A Problem for American Democracy," BRITISH JOURNAL
OF SOCIOLOGY, 6 (June, 1955), 176-209,' and "Social Strati
fication and Right Wing Extremism," BJS, 10 (December,
1959), 1-32; and, co-authored with Earl Raab, his latest is
THE POLITICS OF UNREASON: RIGHT WING EXTREMISM IN THE
UNITED STATES FROM 1790 to 1970 (New York: Harper and
Row, 1970).
1
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Many of Lipset1s comments about the nature of
McCarthyism have a direct bearing on the relationship be
tween political alienation and right-wing extremism.
McCarthyism,, Lipset maintains., was not an "anti-communist"
movement as much as an opportunity for groups with a
feeling of being underprivileged to openly attack symbols
of power.

He states:

Over and over again runs the theme, the common men
in America have been victimized by members of the
upper classes, by the prosperous, by the wealthy,
by the well educated...almost invariably these are
individuals whose names and backgrounds permit them
to be identified with symbols of high status.
(1955:
190)
Certainly Lipset was not wittingly making direct reference
to the kind of powerlessness dealt with in the present study.
However, the delineation of lower strata and/or isolated
groups as the chief sources of McCarthyism coupled with
their proposed resentment toward symbols of power contains,
at least, the incipient notion of structural alienation.
The relationship between extremism and political
powerlessness is more explicit in Trow1s study of Bennington,
Vermont in which he found a disproportionate amount of sup
port for Senator McCarthy among small businessmen, especially those hostile to big business and big labor.

17

Initially,

his objective was to determine the relationship between

17
Martin Trow, "Small Businessmen, Political Intoler
ance and Support for McCarthy," AMERICAN JOURNAL OP
SOCIOLOGY, 6E (November, 1958), 270-281.
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political intolerance and McCarthyism within the theoreti
cal framework of status politics.

He devised a "political

intolerance index." and found that the association between
intolerance and support for McCarthy largely disappeared
when formal education was held constant.

While both

variables were related to formal education., they were not
related to each other.

Trow looked deeper into the theo

retical meaning of his findings and discovered marked
differences in McCarthy support between and within occupa
tional categories.

Small businessmen were more pro-

McCarthy than manual workers at all levels; they also
showed a distinctly higher proportion of supporters than
did salaried men of similar education.

Still there were

not substantial differences in political tolerance among
these groups.
More important are T r o w 1s conclusions that McCarthy
support is explained as a consequence of dissatisfactions
with the existing social^ economic and political orders.
(Trow, 1958:

267)

Furthermore, McCarthy’s appeal was in

part that of a man boldly exercising free speech and
attacking established symbols of power.

McCarthy suppor

ters held deep hostilities toward important elements in
the social structure but, ordinarily^ were unable to direct
these feelings through existing political and economic
institutions.

Trow contends that not only are small busi

nessmen resentful of a world that continually offends their
deepest values but this kind of resentment and indignation
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has no effective, institutionalized channels for expression.
In his words, "it is precisely the political orientation
which has no place on the political scene and little, if
any, representation or leadership in the major parties
which sought a voice and means of expression through
McCarthy."

(1958:

273)

Trow concludes that McCarthy

supporters were alienated from the dominant trends and
institutions of modern society.
Along somewhat similar lines, Eitzen examined the
underlying social aspects among Wallace supporters in 1968,
particularly the effect status inconsistency has upon
Wallace support.

l8

Eitzen characterizes Wallace's politi

cal position as an ultra-conservative, neo-populist break
with moderate, middle-of-the-road politics.

The Wallace

supporters in his sample clearly recognized their ultra
conservatism and were quite willing to "tell the world of
their extremist choice."

Etizen utilized three status

variables - occupation, education, income - in his study
and dichotomized each into "high" and "low" on the basis
of the median scores.

He found that Wallace supporters

tended to be below the community median in education and
occupation ranks, but above the median in income.

He con

cluded that Wallace voters had a single type of status in
consistency; namely, low education, low occupation and

1O

Stanley Eitzen, "Status Inconsistency and Wallace
Supporters In a Small Midwestern City," SOCIAL FORCES, 48
(June, 1970), 493-498.

high income.

Moreover, such persons were generally dis

satisfied with existing socio-economic and cultural con
ditions which manifested itself in an endorsement of the
kind of extremism which Wallace advocated.

More specifi

cally, Eitzen cites several ideas advanced by Wallace as
indicative of the kind of appeal he had to socially dis
contented persons; these ideas were (l) limiting govern
mental activities, (2) defending the values of "individual
ism" and (3) elevating the role of the common man.
According to Eitzen, Wallace’s speeches typically pictured
the common man as a victim of federal bureaucrats, intel
lectuals, mass media, student demonstrators and welfare
chiselers.

In short, Wallace's appeal was simple - "us

common folks against them."

(Eitzen, 1970:

494)

Thus far the literature has indicated that rightist
extremism and alienation are conceptually distinct, but
related, constructs.

However, it remains an empirical

question as to the specific circumstances under which
political alienation relates to right-wing extremism per
se.

The literature consistently shows that low social

status and low organizational involvement, among other fac
tors, are conducive to a radical right orientation.

Im

plied by many is the possibility that radical right adher
ents may be expressing a deep-rooted resentment over their
alienation from existing political, economic and social
institutions.

One of the major objectives of the present

study is to examine that possibility.

Collectively, a set of assumptions emerges from the
literature that are relevant to political alienation theory.
In simple terms, there seems to he a common set of factors
which sustain political alienation, authoritarianism and
radical right views.

Each has been shown to be indepen

dently related to low occupational status, limited formal
education and low organizational involvement.

There is an

even clearer indication throughout the literature that the
alienated and radical right hold deep resentment toward
established symbols of power in the United States and tend
to question the legitimacy of existing political institu
tions.

It remains for these assumptions to be subjected

to empirical analysis.

Equally as important is the task

of determining whether an interrelationship among political
alienation and right-wing extremism is manifested in polit
ical withdrawal or in overt "illegitimate" political
actions as that term has been defined in the literature.
The final section of this chapter examines a number
of studies which treat political alienation as an indepen
dent variable in political activity.
C.

POLITICAL ALIENATION AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
The literature reviewed in this section comprise the

basic theoretical foundation for the present study.
fundamental questions need to be answered.

Two

First, how has

political alienation been defined and operationalized?
Second, what influence does political alienation have upon
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political participation?

Within this context the focus

is directly on studies which have investigated the behav
ioral ramifications of political alienation.

Whenever

possible, it will be shown how certain assumptions and
findings relate to the broader theory of voting behavior
itself.
Political sociologists long have been interested in
explaining why people vote in a democratic system.

In

fact, that area known as "voting studies" deals precisely
with this problem.

With some exceptions, studies have

shown that SES, variously indexed, affects an individual's
propensity to participate in politics.

The findings are

so consistent that it is possible to generalize:

the

higher the social status, the greater the political par
ticipation .
Although much has been done on the factors involved
in voting, fewer explanations can be found for why people
do not vote.

Most often nonvoting has been attributed

simply to political apathy. 19

-

More sophisticated explana

tions have attempted to show tffat feelings of political
impotence induce tendencies to withdraw from political
activity.

The latter are quite relevant to the present

investigation.

19

-IFor one example see Gordon M. Connelley and Harry
Field, "The Nonvoter: Who He Is and What He Thinks,"
POQ, 8 (Summer, 1944), 175-187.

Morris Rosenberg., theorizing about the factors which
discourage political interest and participation, maintains
that political activity is never simply a "voting-nonvoting"
phenomenon.

Rather political participation is a multi

dimensional variable consisting of political discussions,
following issues in the media, membership in political
20
organizations, and voting practices.
He contends that
the extent and nature of one's political participation
depends on several factors.

Particularly important is

political futility, i. e. the feeling that one cannot
achieve desired political goals.

According to Rosenberg,

political futility is most acute when (l) individuals
believe that pressure groups and machine-run systems dic
tate political outcomes, (2) government becomes highly
centralized and beyond an individual's personal control
and comprehension, (3) individuals feel that the political
system is composed of corrupt politicians, and (4) persons
have an idea that self-interested politicians are indif
ferent to their personal goals.

(Rosenberg, 1954:

350)

Also interesting is Rosenberg's suggestion that one
precondition for political activity is the belief held by
an individual that his behavior will have an effect upon
political events.

Furthermore, he posits the aim of all

political participation - beyond the level of mere

20
Morris Rosenberg, "Some Determinants of Political
Apathy," POQ, 18 (Fall, 1954), 349-356.

discussion - is to get one's goals translated into polit
ical action.

Generally speaking, persons are motivated to

political participation only when they are convinced that
their action leads to some desired goal.

Conversely,, per

sons are deterred from political activity whenever they
feel that their efforts to bring about desired outcomes
are useless.

(Rosenberg, 195^:

355)

Even more crucial

is his notion that whenever persons favor change, but feel
helpless due to the way the system operates, they are
likely to seek illegitimate alternatives to achieve their
goals.

Rosenberg instructs the sociologist to examine

political apathy in terms of perceived structural obstacles
to effective action on the part of individuals.

He argues

against conceptualizing political apathy as a simple cor
relation between socio-economic status and nonvoting.
Rather, he believes, political apathy must be defined
along several types of activities and the social conditions
causing it must be sought.
Several political sociologists have designed studies
along the lines proposed by Rosenberg.

Typical of that

genre are the works of Angus Campbell and his associates
at the Survey Research Center at Michigan University con
ducted during the 1950's and '60's.

One work, THE VOTER

DECIDES, contains several assumptions and findings relevant
21
to political alienation theory.
What is most important

^ A n g u s Campbell e t . a l . THE VOTER DECIDES (Evanston,
Illinois: Row, Peterson and Co., 195^).
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to our purposes is the emphasis on "political efficacy and
inefficacy" as variables which., in part., influence a per
son’s tendencies to engage or not engage in political
activity.

Although Campbell e t . al. are not studying

alienation per se, it is apparent that they do measure one
dimension of political alienation; namely, powerlessness.
In fact, their "political efficacy index." is designed to
ascertain the extent to which an individual feels that
his action does and can influence certain facets of the
political process.

(See note below)

Several of the assumptions made by Campbell e t . a l .
are important in understanding the theoretical nature of
powerlessness.

Generally speaking, they assume that

political attitudes are, in part, determinants of political
participation.

In their view, a political attitude is a

more or less enduring and coherent set of ideas about some
aspect of the political order which should manifest itself
in, or at least partly influence, voting behavior.

More

over, Campbell and his associates regard political efficacy
and inefficacy as valid attitudinal variables held by indi
viduals with respect to some aspect of the political envi
ronment.

The proposition they examine is:

the politically

efficacious have a greater tendency to particiapte in poli
tics while the inefficacious are prone to withdraw from

NOTE: A list of the items in the index, can be found
in Appendix. A of this dissertation.
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political activity.

They investigate efficacy and inef

ficacy in connection with voting practices in the 1952
presidential election.

They found "political inefficacy"

was an important factor contributing to nonvoting in that
election.

Moreover, persons in higher SES categories were

more inclined to feel politically efficacious and to be
voters.

Conversely, those with low SES traits were more

politically inefficacious and tended to be nonvoters.
Political efficacy was also a very significant factor in
voting when SES was held constant.

It was especially

important in increasing voting tendencies among persons in
lower social positions.

Generally speaking, persons in

low socio-economic categories comprised a disportionate
number of nonvoters and had high political inefficacy,
but in instances where such persons felt efficacious, the
propensity to vote in 1952 was appreciably increased.

The

generalization was that persons in lower social positions
are most likely to vote when they feel politically effec
tive; otherwise they will be nonvoters.
From the two previous studies political futility
emerges as a definite attitude of feeling powerless to
control or effect the political system in some way.

This

is striking contrast to earlier notions about nonvoting as
the result of generalized indifference to politics.

More

over, both studies clearly indicate that feelings of polit
ical powerlessness - particularly when one wants to achieve
desired goals - may have definite political consequences.
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Other sociologists have studies political apathy
and political inefficacy in more obvious alienation language.
Dwight Dean, for example, examined the relationship between
22
alienation and several forms of political apathy.
He
hypothesized that powerlessness, normlessness, social
isolation and general alienation are positively correlated
with political apathy.

Dean considered apathy to be a

multidimensional phenomenon rather than a dichotomous,
voting-nonvoting, attribute.
of apathy:

He distinguished four types

(l) Interest apathy - the lack of personal

interest in political issues;

(2) Influence apathy - dis

interest in trying to influence or to persuade others in
political matters;

(3) Behavior apathy - the summed scores

on 1 and 2; and (4) Voting apathy - a score assigned in
inverse ratio to actual voting records over a span of 12
consecutive elections.
Dean’s sample and level of generalization is the
ward-precinct unit in Columbus, Ohio.

His purpose was to

ascertain the effects SES variables have upon alienation
and apathy.

As expected, a positive correlation between

alienation and apathy variables was found, but since the
correlations were not impressively high he rejected his
initial hypothesis.

The lowest correlation was obtained

between alienation and voting apathy which Dean considered

^Dw i g h t Dean, "Alienation and Political Apathy,"
SOCIAL FORCES, 38 (March, i960), pp. 185-189.
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to be the most theoretically revealing finding since it
dealt with actual political behavior and not with ques
tionnaire response.

In general, Dean concluded it is

problematical to assume that powerlessness and normlessness
lead to political apathy, or that social isolation, as he
defined it, contributes to nonvoting.

The reason, he

argued, is the tenuous theoretical connection between
"generalized" alienation constructs and specific elements
of the political institutional order.

He said:

We may seriously question whether or not alienation
is a generic ’trait1 or whether it must be considered
a situationally-related variable. It might be better
to develop (instead of a general alienation scale)
scales to be specifically applied to various insti
tutional areas of social life.
(Dean, i960: 188)
Dean’s suggestion for devising alienation scales in
relation to specific institutional orders was wasted on
Erbe who used the interrelated effects of SES, organization
al involvement and "generalized" alienation constructs upon
23
political participation.
This is unfortunate for in many
ways it is a theoretically and methodologically sophisti
cated study with much import to political alienation theory.
In fact, Erbe canvassed the literature on political par
ticipation (voting and nonvoting) and on voluntary associational membership in an effort to derive theoretical
propositions which could be subjected to empirical validation.

23

William Erbe, "Social Involvement and Political
Activity" AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 29 (April, 1964)
198-215.
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Using a series of zero-order, first-order, and secondorder association among the variables, Erbe tested the
following hypotheses:
1.

The higher the organizational involvement, the
higher the political participation.

2.

The higher the organizational involvement, the
higher the alienation.

3.

The higher the alienation,, the lower the polit
ical participation.

4.

Each of these associations will persist when
either or both of the other factors are con
trolled .

5.

The higher the SES, the greater the organiza
tional involvement.

6.

The higher the SES, the lower the alienation.

7.

The greater the organizational involvement,
the lower the alienation.

Erbe devised indexes for socio-economic status,
voluntary association participation and political partici
pation.

Stated differently, Erbe was not only interested

in determining the extent to which SES, organizational
involvement and alienation correlated independently with
political participation and were intercorrelated with one
another, he also wanted to determine which variables and
combinations of variables lead to differential rates of
political participation.
His conclusions may be briefly summarized.

First,

Erbe found that relatively high SES, high organizational
involvement and low alienation are closely interrelated.
In addition, organizational involvement and alienation
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were more associated with SES than with each other.
Second., SES and organizational involvement were important
antecedents of political participation.

Furthermore,

holding SES constant, organizational involvement appeared
to be a slightly more reliable predictor of political par
ticipation than when organizational involvement was held
constant.

Finally, alienation was a somewhat reliable

predictor of political participation at the zero-order,
but higher order partialling showed that it did not affect
political participation independently of SES and organiza
tional involvement.
The assumptions derived from Erbe's study are simple.
Low social position is related to alienation as is low
organizational involvement.

Therefore, alienation is the

result of low SES and low organizational involvement regardless of the intercorrelations among the two latter
variables - with multiple causation being the rule.

Unfor

tunately, Erbe's use of Dean's original alienation scale
does not supply us with adequate conceptual ammunition to
state precisely what kinds of political activities result
when a specific measure for political alienation is used.
Still, Erbe's study poses a crucial question concern
ing the nature of political alienation.

For one thing, his

finding that alienation did not significantly affect dif
ferential rates of political participation independently
of SES and organizational involvement at least suggests
that if political alienation per se were studied, it may
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not ipso facto be a social-psychological (attitudinal)
state, but a complex, set of antecedent and intervening
variables which are ontologically related and which have
logical political behavioral consequences as well.

This

particularly may be the case where political alienation is
measured by indices of political dissatisfaction, resent
ment, and rejection of the existing political order rather
than strictly as an anomia construct. We will return to
this problem later in the course of the present review.
There have been others who employed generalized
alienation constructs in relation to certain kinds of
political phenomena.

Most often, they have dealt with

anomia or some similar construct in connection with polit
ical attitudes and opinions.

It might be pointed out that

the tendency to use "generalized" alienation concepts shows
definite signs of disappearing in political alienation
research.

Nevertheless, these studies have been part of

the larger body of political alienation research and as
such should be reviewed.
One, for example, was Marvin Olsen who used Srole’s
Anomia scale to ascertain the influence of alienation upon
24
political opinions.
His argument was: If alienation
(a la Srole) is an enduring and pervasive condition of
estrangement from others and from society through which

24
Marvin Olsen, "Alienation and Political Opinions,"
PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY, 29 (1965). 200-212.
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the individual perceives and evaluates his social world,
it should have considerable effect in shaping an indi
vidual's political opinions.

Summarily, Olsen found that

the alienated held four fundamental views:

(l) they wanted

government to be more active in domestic affairs but to
eliminate foreign aid; (2) they did not favor school and
residential integration for whites and blacks; (3) they
supported restrictions on freedom of speech for "dissenters,"
and (4) they disapproved of United States' participation in
international political organizations.

Olsen's findings

that such opinions were prevalent among lower strata ali
enated persons gave limited empirical support to a rela
tionship between SES and alienation.

Still, the "opinions"

held by the alienated in his study merely parallel those
on political intolerance and authoritarianism discussed
earlier in this chapter.
Along similar lines, Templeton analyzed the attitudes
25
held by alienated persons toward voting in general.
Templeton used Srole's Anomia scale to measure alienation
and found:
1.

The lower the SES, the higher the alienation.

2.

White manual workers with limited formal educa
tion are more alienated than nonmanual, better
educated whites.

“^ Frederick Templeton, "Alienation and Political
Participation," PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY, 30 (1966) 249261.

3.

The alienated were not more prone to be non
voters in the 1956 presidential elections than
the nonalienated.

4.

Alienation did not play a significant role in
whether persons voted Democrat or Republican
in 1956.

5.

The alienated, regardless of whether they voted
Democrat or Republican, had a significant ten
dency to define their choice as "the lesser of
two evils."

6.

The alienated contributed disproportionately
to inconsistent response patterns in political
party selection; that is, those who voted for
party A in 1956 intended to vote for party B
in i960; and vice versa.

The remaining studies reviewed in this section, with
the exception of Erbe's research, comprise the best study
designs as well as the core of political alienation theory
In varying ways, attempts are made to establish political
alienation as a specific, conceptually distinct construct
rather than some type of generalized social estrangement
and anomia.

Moreover, political alienation begins to be

treated as an independent variable in influencing certain
kinds of political activities.
First in this category, but not necessarily most
important, is the study by Eckhardt and Henderson who in
vestigated the conditions under which the politically
26
powerless vote or do not vote in local referendums.
Assuming the politically alienated to be those who regard

¥. Eckhardt and G. Henderson.
"Transformation
of Alienation Into Public Opinion," SOCIOLOGICAL QUARTERLY
8 (August, 1967), 459-467.
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themselves as politically powerless., Eckhardt and Henderson
wanted to find whether or not alienated voters differen
tially participate in elections when they perceived their
action as affecting the decision-making process.

More

specifically, they hypothesized that the politically alien
ated have a greater propensity to participate in local poli
tics when they are convinced that their vote will defeat
an issue supported by the community power structure.
Eckhardt and Henderson subscribed to three theoretical
ideas about the politically alienated.

First, the polit

ically alienated perceive themselves to be powerless in
influencing the outcome of political events.

Second, the

politically alienated are, in general, recruited from
social positions which are objectively powerless.

Third,

when the politically alienated actually enter the political
arena, their behavior reflects negativism and resentment
over their powerless condition. (See note below)
In measuring political alienation, Eckhardt and
Henderson concentrated entirely on the powerless dimension.
They constructed a "political alienation index." based on a
composite score for four powerlessness dimensions:

(l) the

individual’s awareness that a power structure exists; (2)
his feeling of personal powerlessness when confronted with

NOTE: Refer to Appendix. A for a detailed examination
and listing of the dimensions and items used by Eckhardt
and Henderson to measure political alienation.

the power structure;

(3) the recognition that the polit

ically powerful engage in community decision making irre
spective of one's wishes and interests; (4) disagreement
with the strategy and goals of the powerful.

Eckhardt and

Henderson operationalized the construct with items designed
to measure each component and employed G-uttman techniques
to find scalability and unidemsionality.

By hypothesizing

that the politically alienated participate in elections
when they perceive their action to be in some way influ
ential Eckhardt and Henderson did not mean that the polit
ically alienated vote only when they regard themselves as
part of the existing community power structure.

On the

contrary, the politically alienated do not identify in any
way with the interests of the power structure., but feel
that on a given issue, theirs is the majority opinion which
can defeat interests supported by the powerful in the com
munity.

To test this hypothesis, Eckhardt and Henderson

focused on a tax. levy which had been twice defeated in
local referendums and was being proposed for a third time
within a six.-month period.

In connection with their under

lying theoretical assumptions and research hypothesis,
Eckhardt and Henderson found:
1.

The politically alienated were largely repre
sented by blue-collar, poorly educated persons.

2.

Political powerlessness does not reduce interest
in local political issues, but does influence
the propensity to consistently vote against
issues in local referendums.

3.

The politically alienated voted "no” in increasing
numbers in the second referendum and intended to
vote "no" again in the third tax-levy referendum
being convinced that they were able to keep the
power structure from imposing its wishes upon
the electorate.

The interpretation of these findings given by Eckhardt
and Henderson is most important.

In the first place, they

maintain that the politically alienated become more active
in politics whenever they are convinced that many others in
the community share their opposition to an issue represented
by the power structure.

Second, the high percentage of

"opposition" votes among the alienated is assessed as an
opportunity to register dissatisfaction with the existing
system whenever there are obvious targets for that resent
ment.

The importance to political alienation theory de

rived from these findings lies in the nature of the elec
tion itself.

It is not so much a question of the accuracy

with which the politically alienated assess their strength
as much as it is the general "negativism" and controversial
atmosphere which pervades a given election.

In other words,

Eckhardt and Henderson's findings suggest that the more
obvious the target for resentment and the greater contro
versy in a given election, the greater the political par
ticipation by the politically alienated.
Along similar lines, McDill and Ridley investigated
the extent to which two variables, anomia and political
alienation, account for variation in attitudes toward the
issue of "metro-government" and the propensity to vote for

or against that issue.^

Going beyond a simple generali

zation between SES and nonvoting., McDill and Ridley devised
a rather sophisticated theoretical model.

They derived a

set of assumptions about the interrelationships between SES,
anomia (a la Srole), political alienation, and the predicted
behavioral consequences stemming from such relationships.
Generally speaking, McDill and Ridley assumed that low SES
induces a feeling of anomia and such persons are more prone
to feel politically powerless.

Furthermore, the interrela

tionship among low SES, anomia, and political alienation
is translated into certain types of political action;
namely, negativism and opposition voting on issues sup
ported by the power structure.

In their scheme, anomia

and political alienation are intervening variables between
low SES, political attitudes and voting behavior.
As a measure of SES, McDill and Ridley used only
educational level.

Srole1s

Anomia Scale' was employed to

measure social isolation which they define as "a
W e 1'tanschauung of being mastered by threatening forces
in the world that are beyond one's control."

Political

alienation referred to the feeling of being unable to bring
about desired political events in local government as well
as a general distrust of political leaders who wield power.

27
'Edward McDill and Jeanne Ridley, "Status, Anomia,
Political Alienation and Political Participation," AMERICAN
JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY, 68 (September, 1962) 205-213.
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The latter was measured according to the five-item Zimmer
scale.

(See note below)

Data for all three variables were

dichotomized at the medians.

Hence, SES is divided into

HIGH and LOW; anomia is either "high anomia" or "low
anomia"; political alienation is "alienated" or "non alienated".
The findings of McDill and Ridley can be briefly
summarized.

As predicted, low status, anomic and polit

ically alienated persons are less likely to have voted on
"metro" and to have less clearly formulated attitudes on
that issue.

However., when such persons did vote it was

against the issue.

More important, the data showed that

anomia and political alienation, more than SES, tend to
be more highly related to opposition voting than they are
to whether or not a person voted.

The most statistically

significant relationship was obtained between political
alienation and voting against the "metro-government" issue.
McDill and Ridley concluded that low SES, anomia, and
political alienation contribute additively to an unfa
vorable attitude on local issues which, when expressed at
the polls, is likely to be a negative vote.
Adopting a more extensive theoretical framework,
Horton and Thompson studied political alienation as an

NOTE: For a detailed description of this scale see
Appendix A, of this dissertation. This scale is quite
similar to Campbell e t . a l . "Political Efficacy Index,."
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independent variable in political action.

In fact, they

attempted to develop a "theory of political alienation"
based on its specific conceptual properties as well as a
number of propositions regarding political alienation and
political behavior.

In Chapter One a lengthy definition

for political alienation from Horton and Thompson was
given.

The best way to review their research is to (l)

show the conceptual nature of political alienation, (2)
summarize the major theoretical propositions advanced by
Horton and Thompson, and (3) describe their methodology
28
and empirical findings.
Horton and Thompson unequivocally contend that polit
ical alienation is a social-psychological variable stemming
directly from the social order.

In their words,

Actually, the Ideas, assumptions, approach and
findings by Horton and Thompson are found in two of their
published studies. These are not "Independent" studies
in the sense that different conceptual schemes, hypotheses
are used. Rather, they are complementary in as much as
each simply represents an extension of the same model.
The parent study is John E. Horton, "The Angry Voter:
A Study in Political Alienation" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Cornell University, June, i960). Horton
and Thompson have synthesized the theory and findings
into two published articles. The first is John Horton
and Wayne Thompson, "Powerlessness and Political Nega
tivism: A Study of Defeated Local Referendums," AMERICAN
JOURNAL OP SOCIOLOGY, 67 (March, 1962), 485-493 (Hereafter
referred to as Horton and Thompson); and Thompson and
Horton, "Political Alienation As A Force In Political
Action," SOCIAL FORCES, 38 (March, i960), 190-195(Hereafter referred to as Thompson and Horton).
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Political alienation is most accurately understood
as an emergent response to social structure in
action; it is a reaction to the perceived inability
to influence or control one’s political destiny.
(Thompson and Horton* p. 191)
Hence* they begin with the premise that political aliena
tion is brought about by social structural barriers which
either separate or preclude effective participation within
dominant political institutions.

Low socio-economic status

is explicitly singled out as a structural condition* but
any conflict or impediment in the socio-cultural system
that may also generate political alienation is strongly
recognized.

Two implied conditions are incomprehensible

political structures and wide discrepancies between the
"ideal and real" political practices and values in the
American political system.

In this context* Horton and

Thompson state:
Political alienation is not directly an expression
of political values or interests per se* but it
does imply acceptance of the cultural prescription
that every man shall have a voice in public affairs.
(Horton and Thompson* p. 485)
Based on previous statements* it appears that Horton
and Thompson view political alienation as "determined" by
factors in the social structure (e.g. low social status)
as well as being an attitudinal phenomenon composed of
political powerlessness and political normlessness.

Per

haps it would clarify matters to summarize the essential
features of Horton and Thompson’s conceptual scheme.
densing their two works the following seven points are
delineated.

Con

1.

Some recognition by an individual that a power
structure exists which does not respond., for
whatever reasons, to his personal interests,
goals and influence.

2.

There is a set of objective social conditions
which empirically relate to a person's relative
powerlessness within the existing political
system.

3.

The individual is aware that his own direct
political action does not and cannot appreciably
affect the outcome of political events.

4.

The individual is in some way committed to the
democratic norm that "a person should have a
say-so in determining political events."

5.

There is a frustration of efforts to be polit
ically effective within the framework of the
existing structural and normative political
orders.

6.

The individual defines his powerlessness as
illegitimate and resents his condition vis a
vis the existing political system.

7.

This resentment is manifested in the individual'
behavior and attitudes toward the existing
political order.

Having indicated the conceptual properties advanced
by Horton and Thompson, several of their more relevant
propositions and hypotheses regarding political alienation
and political participation can be presented.

First, they

posit that the politically alienated come largely from the
lower social positions since in most communities low SES
is associated with the lack of institutionalized power.
This relationship is derived from a body of literature on
community power structure, political participation and
voting studies.

In their view, perceived political power

lessness should be empirically related to objective power
lessness.

It is also assumed that political alienation is
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in part., a latent attitude held by an individual, but not
a "passive" subjective state.

Horton and Thompson explain:

Political alienation is a combination of perceived
lack of power in community affairs and a distrust of
those who hold power positions...It leads to an atti
tude on a given issue which represents a protest
against the existing power structure in the community.
This attitude and resentment manifests itself wherever
and whenever the politically alienated enter into
political activity.
(Thompson and Horton, p. 195)*
According to Horton and Thompson., such an attitude is
potentially explosive for it contains elements of deeprooted discontent with the existing state of politics.
They also propose that political alienation is close
ly related to certain kinds of political practices.

In

other words, given the conceptual and theoretical proper
ties of political alienation, certain specific political
actions will be logically manifested.

On the local level,

political alienation leads to negative voting patterns
in as much as the alienated consistently reject issues
and values associated with the established political struc
ture.

Thus, voting against an issue is an expression of

the general discontent on the part of the alienated.
(Horton and Thompson, p. 487).
Similarly, Horton and Thompson maintain that polit
ical alienation is a potentially explosive force in other
ways than simply voting against issues in local elections.
This feature takes on more meaning in political actions at
the national level.

More specifically, Horton and Thompson

suggest that in national elections, when only the two major
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political parties are represented,, the politically alien
ated are likely to be nonvoters for they do not have a
direct target at which they can aim their resentment.

How-

ever, the politically alienated may become very active in
national politics under certain circumstances.

One is a

highly controversial campaign in which established symbols
of power are openly attacked and "issues" are more ideo
logically defined.

Also, the politically alienated become

active when a third party or an extremist candidate openly
attacks the political system, opposes established cultural
symbols and sources of power, and/or provides an immediate
29
to their powerlessness and discontent. v
Horton and Thompson design a study to verify their
propositions concerning political alienation and voting
patterns in local elections.

They explain their choice

^It should be noted that many students of political
behavior have made this same point. For example, Robert E.
Agger and Vincent Ostrum, "Political Participation In A
Small Community" in Heinz Eulau, e t . a l . (eds.) POLITICAL
BEHAVIOR (Glencoe, 111: Free Press, 1956) 138-149, said
that nonparticipants are often misunderstood as simply
the apathetics; however, in Germany when Hitler opened
up meaningful channels of political activity and convinced
the "apathetics" that their lot could be improved by poli
tics, they entered into activity in great numbers, p. 147.
Along these same lines, others have suggested that many
nonvoters regard political participation as useless and
politicians as corrupt; however when they are given an
opportunity to support a party which proposes to remedy
the situation and establish a new order, they become po
litically active.
See "Social Stratification And Political
Power" in Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Lipset, eds. CLASS,
STATUS, AND POWER (Glencoe, 111: Free Press, 1957), pp.
606-607. Generally speaking, this is the theme adopted
by most students of political extremism.

of local politics is due to the fact that in local elec
tions the issues are clearer, thereby providing the alien
ated more direct targets for expressing their negative
sentiments.

Their research hypothesis is:

Community

politics provides institutional channels - the referendum
for the expression of protest among the alienated; there
fore voter turnout should be higher for defeated than for
passed referendums.

Moreover, defeated referendums should

show a consistent pattern of negative voting among polit
ically alienated persons in low socio-economic categories.
They constructed a political alienation scale com
posed of items designed to measure (l) the political power
lessness of individuals (2) discontent with the existing
situation, and (3) mistrust of public officials.
note below)
scalability.

(See

Guttman techniques were utilized to determine
A random sample of 230 was drawn from a popu

lation in an upstate New York community which had recently
defeated a school bond proposal.

Some attempt was made to

obtain a representative sample of respondents from major
occupational and educational categories within that com
munity.

Horton and Thompson found persons within lower

SES categories more politically alienated than those in
the middle and upper strata.
portant.

Other findings are also im

First, the relationship between political

NOTE: Their items and scaling technique are more
fully explained in Appendix A of this dissertation.
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alienation and unfavorable attitudes on local issues per
sisted independently of the indices of social position.
In fact., three-fourths of the politically alienated were
more likely to vote "no" on the school-bond Issue in all
three referendums than the non-alienated.

They concluded

that political alienation does significantly Influence the
tendency to vote against specific issues in local elections.
In addition, the politically alienated were more likely to
identify themselves with a threatened "we" as against some
threatening "they" who were identified as political leaders,
the rich people in town, and the intellectuals from the
university.

In connection with this, the politically

alienated held specific ideas concerning the power struc
ture in general.

Summarily, these were:

(l) suspicion

of politicians, (2) feelings of corruption in politics,
(3) belief that politicians were only tools of the powerful,
and (4) education as a value for personal success and im
provement was really a way for the "powerful"' and "community
leaders" to maintain their own positions of worth.

In con

clusion, Horton and Thompson maintain that political alien
ation is an important variable in determining (l) the
direction of the /ote, especially opposition voting,

(2)

the content of the vote, i.e. negative and unfavorable
opinions on the issue in question, and (3) unfavorable
attitudes toward politicians and prevailing community
values.
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Murray Levin in THE ALIENATED VOTER attempted to
analyze the forms and causes of political alienation.

30

His focus was upon a post-mayoralty election in Boston in
1959*

Levin submits that voting among the politically

alienated takes a definite "moralistic" theme, i.e. choosing
the lesser of two evils.

Hence,, for the alienated voting

is based mainly on distrust and negativism rather than on
positive convictions and choice of a candidate.

Negativism,

contends Levin, is expressed In such attitudes as:

(l)

"The candidates are selfish and out for what they can get
without any concern for general welfare of the citizens;"
(2) "candidates are dominated by a small handful of power
ful persons, a Tpower elite1 behind the scenes;" and (3)
"the candiates make no serious attempt at meaningful
discussions of important issues."
Levin further maintains that political alienation is
more than negative sentiments; it is a peculiar kind of
powerlessness as well.

He states:

Political alienation is the feeling of an individual
that he is not a part of the political process. The
politically alienated believe that their vote makes
no difference. This belief arises from the feeling
that political decisions are made by a group of
political insiders who are not responsive to average
citizens - the political outsiders. Political alien
ation may be meaningless, powerlessness, estrangement
from political activity, and normlessness.
(i960: 25)

3°Murray Levin, THE ALIENATED VOTER, (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, Winston, i960).
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Prom the above statement, the core of Levin's types of
political alienation is presented.

He explains each type

of alienation and the causes for each in some detail.
First, political powerlessness is the feeling that one's
direct action has no influence in determining the course
of political events.

It arises, says Levin, from the

belief that the community is controlled by a small number
of powerful and influential persons who maintain control
regardless of the outcome of elections.

It is also the

result of believing that candidates are dependent upon
this "power elite" for political success.

Hence, poli

ticians are the tools of powerful interest groups.
Political alienation, contends Levin, takes the form
of meaninglessness when an individual believes the election
is insignificant, that there are no real differences between
the candidates, or believes that the real Issues are being
Ignored or obscured.

Political estrangement refers to an

Individual's inability to find direct satisfaction in
political activity itself, especially in not being able
to fulfill his prerogative as a responsible citizen.
Political normlessness is lowering one's individual polit
ical ethics and occurs when an individual believes standards
of political behavior are violated by politicians In order
to achieve some goal.
normlessness:

Several things bring about political

(l) the political structure prevents the

attainment of objectives through institutionally prescribed
means; e.g. paying off a public official even knowing that

it is illegitimate, yet "practical";

(2) individuals

believe that the political system and everyone related to
it is corrupt.

Hence the stigma attached to corruption

tends to disappear; people take it for granted, and the
political community becomes normless.
Levin further discusses the kinds of political action
which relate to the forms of political alienation.

Gener

ally, these are the ways in which political alienation is
expressed.

In its extreme form political alienation may

be directed toward the creation of a new set of political
institutions; moreover, the politically powerless become
"active" in an extreme manner when they believe their
activity has a reasonable chance of bringing about a change
in the existing order.

Second, political alienation may

be expressed through withdrawal of interest and reduced
activity in politics.

In that case, resentment over one's

political alienation is internalized rather than expressed
outwardly.

This is most likely to occur when an individual

believes he has little chance of producing any effect
whatsoever on political outcomes.

Finally, political

alienation may lead to projection or identification with
a charismatic leader.

If it becomes projection. Levin

suggests, then resentment and hostility are transferred to
some other group which is subsequently identified as being
".responsible" for his powerlessness.

Culprits may even be

defined in conspiratiorial terms by the powerless who be
lieve "sinister forces" have successfully conspired to
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destroy the traditional political rules in such a way that
he is excluded from exercising his rights.

Identification

with a charismatic leader is an attempt by an alienated
person to incorporate within himself the attitudes* beliefs*
and actions held by a leader whom he perceives as powerful.
Although Levin does not give concrete cases showing
how these tendencies are manifested in particular political
actions* he does say that political alienation and its
related forms of expression do affect the political be
havior of individuals.

Moreover* he maintains that these

forms of political alienation are related to social class*
age* and religion.

Relevant to our purposes* Levin's data

showed that persons in blue-collar jobs* lower income
groups* and elementary or high school graduates are char
acterized more by political powerlessness and are more
susceptible to expressing alienation as withdrawal* pro
jection* and identification with a charasmatic leader.
In the final work of this review* Levin and Eden go
somewhat beyond the previous study and set forth the nature
of political participation found among the politically
alienated.
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Their focus is on the i960 Democratic guber

natorial primary in Massachusetts.

Their "alienated voter

model"* designed to give potential candidates and political
stratigists a scientific means for enlisting voters* has

• ^ M u r r a y Levin and Murray Eden* "Political Strategy
for the Alienated Voter*" PUBLIC OPINION QUARTERLY* 26
(1962)* 47-63.
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little value to our research purposes.

What is important

are the characteristics Levin and. Eden attribute to polit
ically alienated individuals as well as the ramifications
of political alienation to voting practices.
In defining political alienation, Levin and Eden state:
Alienated voters believe that they are manipulated
and exploited by forces that they cannot uproot or
even influence. The feeling of being wrongfully
excluded, powerless,, and cheated of one's political
birthright is the essential component of political
alienation.
In a democratic society it may arise
from (l) the disjunction between democratic values
and perceived political realities - between the
roles which democratic man expects he has a right
to play, or from (2) actual experience with corrupt
politicians. Individuals who believe they have a
right to be politically efficacious but who feel
powerless will feel alienated.
(1962: 49)
Moreover, Levin and Eden submit that "alienated voters" is
a category in its own right measurable by the distance
which separates the issues proposed by candidates and those
supported by the alienated.

It is also suggested that

alienated voters who vote do so on the basis of selecting
the "lesser of two evils."

When the alienated abstain from

voting, Levin and Eden contend, it is because they cannot
resolve their powerlessness by "moralistic" alternatives
and are likely to seek and identify with a charismatic
leader, or to attempt to create new parties, or perhaps
advocate destroying the existing set of political insti
tutions .
The foregoing review of political alienation studies
reveals a steady moving away from the use of generalized
alienation constructs and greater tendencies to employ
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instruments designed to measure political alienation per
se.

This trend is predicated upon conceptualizations of

political alienation as a multifaceted phenomenon composed
of attitudes specifically directed toward the political
order.

There is strong indication that political alienation

is not a vacuous attitudinal condition, but an attitude
preceded by relatively low social status and low social
involvement.

In this way, political alienation is assumed

to be an intervening factor between low social position and
certain kinds of political perspectives and actions.

Some

have proposed that political alienation is likely to be
related to nonvoting in national (presidential) elections
when only the Democrats and Republicans are running for
office.

Others have attempted to correlate political

alienation to inconsistent party responses in choosing
candidates over consecutive U. S. presidential elections.
Other researchers have emphasized the feelings of corrup
tion and cynicism about political leaders held by the
alienated.

The best empirical evidence shows that political

alienation is a significant factor in opposition voting,
i.e. rejecting issues, in local elections.

The explana

tion has it that local elections provide the alienated with
direct targets at which they can direct their resentment.
In those studies opposition voting by the politically alien
ated is a form of overt attack against the established
power structure.

Although not demonstrated by empirical

evidence, it has been strongly suggested that in national
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elections politically alienated persons may dispropor
tionately support a candidate who openly attacks estab
lished symbols of power and offers a quick solution to
their relatively powerless situation.

Further along this

line it has been suggested that the politically alienated
may have a predilection for supporting new political parties
within a traditionally two-party system such as exists in
the United States.
The most relevant sources upon which the present
study rests have been discussed.

Of particular importance

are those which lead to the theoretical position adopted
by the present study.

Before delving into the empirical

analysis, the methodology of the study is described.
This is the purpose of the following chapter.

CHAPTER THREE:

THE SETTING AND

METHODOLOGY OP THE STUDY
In order to describe the social setting of the
present analysis, we will concentrate on the most per
tinent ecological characteristics in East Baton Rouge
Parish.

In addition, the sampling procedure and technique

used to gather the data will be discussed.

Finally, dis

tinctions between the independent, intervening and depen
dent variables will be made as well as a discussion on the
manner in which the variables were operationalized.
THE SETTING OF THE STUDY
This study was conducted within the incorporated
boundaries of Baton Rouge, Louisiana within an estimated
population of 200,00 persons.

A very concise and adequate

description of the ecological setting for Baton Rouge is
found in Carter’s recent study on right-wing radicalism
within the area.”*" Based on the findings by Perry H. Howard
and his own research, Carter divides the urbanized area of
Baton Rouge into five primary ecological areas.

According

to Carter, these areas are:
1.

The established worker residential area in the
northern part of the ci^.y adjacent to the older

-'■Thomas M. Carter, "The Radical Right: Sources and
Dimensions" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, LSU, 1969K 68-7 2 .
2Perry H. Howard. POLITICAL TENDENCIES IN LOUISIANA:
1812-1952 (Baton Rouge:LSU Press, 1957 ), P. 173-
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industrial plants such as Humble Refinery,
Ethyl-Visqueen, Copolymer, and others.
2.

New residential subdivisions established outside
the northern city boundaries that are occupied
primarily by plant workers.

3.

The "South Baton Rouge" area which is charac
terized by businessmen, professionals, and
university (LSU) personnel.

4.

A number of new upper class residential sub
divisions located outside the southern boun
daries of the city.

5.

Baton Rouge's Negro population - roughly 1/3 of
the total city population - is concentrated into
three segregated areas in the northern, central,
and southern areas of the urbanized region.

Although Baton Rouge is not completely divided into
clear "homogenous" areas with respect to occupation, educa
tion and income categories, there is substantial indication
that for the most part residential areas manifest rather
definite social areas.

Recent published and unpublished

reports by community agencies in Baton Rouge support the
contentions of Howard and Carter that "ecologically iden
tifiable" areas are discernible within the city.

One study,

using East Baton Rouge Parish census tracts as units, shows
rather consistent correlations among median family income,
percentage of nonwhite, median education, and occupational
type.

3

Prom these and other published reports it appears

that established enumerated census tracts may serve as

■^Leonard Reissman e t . a l . SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
COMMUNITY RENEWAL IN BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA: A REPORT
PREPARED FOR THE EAST BATON ROUGE PLANNING COMMISSION, (New
Orleans: Urban Studies Center, Tulane University, June,
1970), pp. 165-171.
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satisfactory units from which to draw samples when the
research objective is to investigate SES variables in
relation to certain types of social phenomena.
SAMPLING
The Sampling Population
The problem of establishing a suitable population
from which to sample is always based on the purpose of the
study and the formal requirements of sampling theory.
Ideally, a study design should adequately meet both criteria.
Initially, it was posited that low SES and low volun
tary organizational involvement lead to political aliena
tion.

Also hypothesized is that blue collar occupation,

limited educational attainment and low income status
coupled with political alienation and right-wing extremism
results in support for George Wallace in the 1968 presi
dential election.

Also the relationship between SES fac

tors and political alienation to voting patterns in more
than one presidential election is to be examined.

Hence,

the objectives of the study impose specific requirements
on the sampling population.

In summary, there are three

criteria which the sample_population must meet.
1.

The population must include a range of available
blue collar and white collar groups, educational
levels, and income categories.

2.

The population must contain a sufficient number
of persons who do not belong to intermediate
voluntary organizations as well as those who do.

3.

The population must include a mixture of Wallace
and non-Wallace voters in the 1968 presidential
election.
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From the outset the Negro population was eliminated,
from the sample since it is not likely to contain either
a substantial number of radical rightists nor Wallace sup
porters.

Hence, an attempt was made to select a sampling

population which had the three characteristics mentioned
above.
Generally speaking., there are no enumerated ecological
units in which one can find all of the characteristics lis
ted in the criteria.

More specifically, there is no way of

visibly detecting the extent to which occupational and edu
cational categories are associated with differential rates
of organizational involvement.

Certainly, the study could

be designed around union-nonunion manual workers and
organizationally-nonorganizationally involved white collar
occupations but this in itself would preclude a full range
of available occupations within the community.

In other

words, we would be "overly selective" in the choice of
sampling populations.

The same problems exist if we

concentrated entirely on observed voting patterns of given
precincts.
It appears, then, that the selection of a sampling
population must be based on a high degree of concentration
and correlation among occupation, education, and income.
More specifically, this means an observed relationship be
tween residential area and socio-economic status.

Thus,

if the residents of a definable geographic area share a
common level of status with respect to occupation, education,
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and income it seems reasonable to assume that a significant
correlation among the other proposed characteristics might
likewise exist in that area.

Thus, a residential area with

relative homogeneity in SES traits can he accepted as ful
filling the first criterion for selecting a sampling popu
lation.

The second and third criteria cannot be met within

the framework of the first criterion.

These must be estab

lished after the sample has been drawn to determine whether
or not a sufficient number of organizationally-nonorganizationally involved and a mixture of presidential supporters
have been included in the sample for adequate analysis.
The sampling population is defined as comprising all
white, male, household heads with occupations classifable
as blue collar or white collar.

After careful examination

of available sources on socio-economic status and in con
sultation with members of the author’s committee, two
census tracts were decided upon as the sampling population:
Census Tract 6 was the population for the blue collar sample
and Census Tract 29 for the white collar sample.

Table 1

gives the distribution of the socio-economic characteristics
for tracts 6 and 29, respectively.
TABLE 1.

RELEVANT SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OP THE
SAMPLE POPULATIONS: EBR CENSUS (i960) TRACTS
6 AND 29

SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRAITS

TRACT 6

TRACT 29

OCCUPATION
White Collar
Blue Collar

40.1
59*9

84.7 percent
15.3 percent

percent
percent
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRAITS

TRACT 6

TRACT 29

MEDIAN EDUCATION

12.3 years

15.8 years

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME

$7,152

$10,032

WHITE POPULATION

99*5 percent

98.3 percent

Source:

U. S. Census i960

The Sample Size
Two things were considered in determining the sample
size.

First, the proportion of blue collar to white collar

occupations distributed throughout the Baton Rouge popula
tion was established.

Based on the figures in the i960

Census this author found that 38.7 percent of the labor
force fell in the white collar category and 61.3 percent
were in blue collar occupations.

Translating these figures

into real numbers it was decided that 40 percent of the
sample would be white collar and 60 percent would be from
the blue collar group.

More specifically, 40 percent of

the sample would be chosen from Tract 29 (white collar
sampling population) and 60 percent from Tract 6 (the blue
collar sample population) .
The main consideration in determining the sample size
was the combined "time-available resources-cost" factor.
Previous research conducted by sociologists at LSU indi
cated that mailed questionnaires yield unsatisfactory

return rates.

Therefore, it was decided that personal

interviews be conducted to gather the data.

This pre

cluded a large sample size since the interviews would be
conducted mostly by the present author with limited assis
tance of two other persons.

It should be noted that the

present study was not financed by any outside source;
rather, the cost of the survey was encumbered completely
by the present author and funds for interviewing assistance
were quite limited.

Taking into account these limitations

and after informal discussions with two members of the
author's committee, a sample size of 100 was chosen.
Sixty respondents were to be selected from Census Tract
6 (blue collar group) and 40 from Tract 29 (white collar
group).
The Sampling Technique
In order to compensate somewhat for the relatively
small sample size (N = 100), considerable effort was made
to devise a technique which would meet the research objec
tives and at the same time include the widest possible
representation of socio-economic characteristics within
each Census Tract.
Census Tract 6 (the blue collar sampling population)
is bordered by Prescott Rd. on the north and Jefferson A v e .
on the south.

North Acadian and N. Poster Dr., respectively,

are the western and eastern boundaries.

Thirty streets

from the fifty-eight in that area were randomly selected.
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A list of addresses on each street selected was compiled
and two addresses from each were randomly chosen.

In the

event that the head of the household did not meet the
sample requirements or refused to grant an interview, or
no one resided at the address, a substitute address from
his street was randomly chosen.

A total of fourteen sub

stitutions were made for Tract 6 :

eight did not meet the

study criteria and six. refused an interview.
Census Tract 29 does not have the neat boundaries
that Tract 6 has.

Suffice to say, it is south of the LSU

campus extending off Highland Road to the southern end of
the Baton Rouge city limits.
four major areas.

The Tract was divided into

Generally, Area I includes those streets

lying between ¥. Parker Blvd. and LSU Ave. (12 streets);
Area II is between Stanford Ave. and Clara Ave. (10
streets); Area III is the Plantation Trace subdivision;
and Area IV encompasses those streets between Lee Ave.
and Nelson Ave. (14 streets).

With the exception of Area

III, five streets and two addresses from each were ran
domly selected giving a subtotal of thirty respondents.
In choosing the respondents from the Plantation Trace
area - a new upper-middle class subdivision - all addresses
were compiled and ten were randomly selected.

Hence, we

arrived at a total of forty respondents from Tract 29.
The same substitution procedure used for Tract 6 was fol
lowed with respect to refusals, failure to meet the study
criteria on the part of the respondents, or a vacant
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dwelling.

In Tract 29 none failed to meet the sample

criteria and none refused to grant an interview.
GATHERING THE DATA
Prior to finalizing the interview schedule a pretest
was conducted on the instrument in an effort to detect
ambiguities and weaknesses in the wording of questions.
Of utmost concern was the potential scalability of the
items selected to measure political alienation.

In the

pretest, 150 questionnaires were mailed., 75 to persons
randomly chosen from the city-directory and 75 to parents
of LSU students enrolled in the university during the
1969-70 academic year.

The entire pretest could have

been based on a sample from the city-directory or some
other single source, but we were curious to see whether
or not "exposure" to academic life may differently affect
tendencies to return mailed questionnaires.
In the pretest, thirty-five (46.6$) of the seventyfive respondents from the city-directory returned the
questionnaire.

Forty-eight of the seventy-five (64.0$)

chosen from the LSU student directory returned the ques
tionnaire.

The response rate was higher for the white

collar group but the response rate for both categories is
somewhat higher than the usual 30-35 percent rate for
mailed questionnaires.

Collectively, there were eighty-

three responses, or a 55-3 percent over-all return rate.
No highly detailed statistical analysis on the pre
test data were run, but the attitudinal items were
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carefully checked by Guttman techniques.

The scale items

did not reveal any serious errors., inconsistencies or con
tradictions.

On that basis we were satisfied that the items

and the instrument were intelligible and the questions were
congruent to the research objectives.

Moreover, there was

substantial indication that the political alienation items
would prove scalable in the final schedule.
The data for the study were collected in personal
interviews during January, 1971-

The final instrument

for collecting the data was a quasi-structured interview
schedule.

A modification of this schedule can be found in

Appendix. B .

Generally speaking, blue collar .respondents

expressed greater reluctance in granting interviews than
did the white collar group.

However, based on the author's

personal experience and the reports by one other inter
viewer, once the interview got underway blue collar respon
dents showed more interest in the study and were more
prone to elaborate on the implications of the questions
and the "intent" of their answers.

The interview took

roughly one to one and a half hours to complete.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE VARIABLES
Essentially, three kinds of variables are included
in the present study.

Independent variables are those

properties of selected theoretical models that are brought
under control in the study design and are expected to pro
duce differential degrees of political alienation and
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voting practices (e.g. voting for Wallace).

The most

important independent variables are occupation., education,
income and organizational involvement.
Another type is designated as "intervening" because
in certain theoretical models it is expected to be inter
mediate between independent and dependent variables.

In

short, intervening variables are seen as produced by inde
pendent factors as well as being a necessary factor in
obtaining results in dependent variables.

In this study,

political alienation and radical right extremism are
intervening variables.

Dependent variables are defined as

expected results of certain relationships between indepen
dent and intervening factors.

There are two such factors,

(l) voting for George Wallace, and (2) voting patterns in
consecutive presidential elections of 1964 and 1968.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the
techniques adopted for measuring organizational involvement,
political alienation and a rightist orientation.

In addi

tion, the assumptions"underlying each are briefly discussed.
A.

Voluntary Organizational Involv;•.w

^

This phenomenon has been examined in numerous socio
logical studies and has been operationalized in almost as
many different ways.

For theoretical reasons, attention

was confined to those approaches which were more or less
directly concerned with the relationship between secondary
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group association and political participation.

4

The pur

pose was to devise a scheme which gave greater weight to
intermediate groups concerned with the advancement of the
members’ economic, professional or political interests or
were in some way related to civic and community affairs.
Moreover., we wanted to minimize groups which were strictly
"sociable" in nature.
into two main types:

Thus, voluntary groups were divided(l) Sociable - those which are "ex

pressive" and interpersonal in nature and purpose; e.g.
lodges, fraternal orders, church auxiliary groups, sportsathletic groups, social groups and clubs such as Elks,
Masons, Rifle clubs, YMCA, country clubs and the like;
(2) Issue-Interest groups - those whose purpose is to foster
or to attain some "rational" goal, or to promote the mem
b e r s 1 special interests in some way; e.g. unions, political
clubs, professional associations, business groups and civic
or community-oriented groups such as AFL-CIO, American
Medical Association, Chamber of Commerce, PTA, Lion's Club,
Kiwanis, Rotary Club, and the like.
A "Voluntary Organizational Index," was established
as follows:
1.

A value of one was given for simple membership
in each sociable group.

^Some important sources are Arnold Rose, THEORY AND
METHOD IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1954), pp. 52-57; C. Wayne Gordon and
Nicholas Babchuck, "A Typology of Voluntary Associations,"
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 22 (June, 1957); and William
Erbe, "Social Involvement And Political Activity," AMERICAN
SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW (April, 1964), pp. 198-215.
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2.

Two points were given for each simple membership
in an Issue-Interest group.

3.

Attendance at meetings for each Issue-Interest
organization were scored as: Always attends
meetings (2 points); Attends most but not all
meetings (l point); Seldom or never attends
meetings (zero).

4.

Two points were given for each office or chair
manship held or recently held in Issue-Interest
groups.

5.

Two points were given for each committee assign
ment or the performance of similar functions
within Issue-Interest organizations.

6.

The respondent's scores on each of the above
were summed to get a measure of his "total or
ganizational participation."

7.

Finally, based on the frequency distribution of
the scores on total organizational involvement,
we divided the sample into two categories: High
and Low, respectively. It should be noted that
the sample scores ranged from zero to twentythree .

In the present study, organizational involvement is
defined as follows:
HIGH VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT is measured
by scores 8 to 23 (N = 55)LOW VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT is a score
of 0-7 (N = 45).
We hasten to point out that existing indexes for
organizational involvement, including the present one,
have much to be desired as adequate measures for social
involvement.

It is not so much a matter of arbitrarily

assigning values to certain kinds of groups or in estab
lishing cutting points for differential involvement levels
as it is the theoretical nature of "involvement" and "com
mitment" vis a vis the socio-cultural system.

In short,
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any index for this concept is not hy any means a sufficient
measurement for the mass society model.

At best, such

indexes only give us information about the number of secon
dary groups to which a person belongs plus a general mea
sure of the extent to which he participates in these groups.
A score of zero does not mean that an individual is not
"committed" to existing cultural values nor that he is
totally "socially isolated."

It simply indicates that he

holds voluntary group memberships to a lesser degree rela
tive to others in the sample.

Although it has theoretical

limitations, organizational indexes do provide at least a
starting point for empirical investigation into the function
performed by intermediate structures in political partici
pation.

Moreover, it can take on greater analytical value

if employed in conjunction with other variables in multi
variate propositions.
B.

The Political Alienation Scale
In selecting an instrument to measure political

alienation we followed the established practice of treating
it as an attitudinal variable composed of a coherent set
of ideas directed at certain aspects of the existing polit
ical system.

Ruled out were those approaches which had

employed "Anomia" or generalized dimensions of powerless
ness, normlessness, social isolation, and self-estrangement
as measures of alienation.

Rather, we subscribed to the

suggestions of Neal and Rettig that alienation constructs
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should have a single identifiable referent composed of
indices (items) that measure it and no other form of alien
ation; moreover the construct should, be theoretically and
empirically related to its generative social conditions.

5

To determine the underlying dimensions of political
alienation a propositional inventory on existing theoreti
cal notions and measures was compiled from which four
"components" or dimensions of political alienation were
derived.

Also the literature was carefully examined for

items that had been used in prior research with repeated
reliability and conceptual validity.

The following are

the four components together with the items used to mea
sure political alienation.
four possible responses:

Each questionnaire item had
Strongly Agree., Agree, Disagree,

Strongly Disagree.
I.

Recognition by an individual that a power struc
ture exists which in some way is unresponsive or
indifferent to his political interests, goals,
and the like. The items were:
1.

2.

Government is run by a few people in power
and there’s little the average person like
myself can do about it.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).
No matter how you vote or what you want
persons in public office do what they want
anyway.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

^Arthur Neal and Salomon Rettig, "On The Multidimen
sionality of Alienation," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 32
(February, 1967), 54-64; and "Dimensions of Alienation
Among Manual and Non Manual Workers," AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL
REVIEW, 28 (August, 1963), P- 808.
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3.

II.

Perceived political powerlessness is the belief
that one cannot appreciably influence the outcome
of political events and decisions through direct
action. The items were:
4.

5.

III.

By voting in elections persons like myself
can do much to influence the direction and
outcomes of politics.
(Politically alienated
- Disagree) .
There's little use in writing elected offi
cials because they are not interested in
the wishes of the average man like myself.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

Political normlessness implies an acceptance of
the democratic norm that a person is entitled
to a say-so about political events and decisions
that affect his life, but believes that this norm
is violated by the existing political system.
The items were:
6.
7.

IV.

Persons like myself have little chance of
protecting our personal interests when they
conflict with those of powerful groups.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

By voting in elections and making our voices
heard we can wipe out political corruption.
(Politically alienated - Disagree).
The problem with government today is that
the average man like myself has no influence
over what elected officials do.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).

Mistrust of politicians and cynicism toward the
existing political system. The items were:
8.
9.

10.

Elected officials are really the tools of
powerful interest groups.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).
It doesn't matter whether Democrats or
Republicans win an election, the interests
of the average man don't count.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).
Elected officials don't care what I think
and want because they are out for themselves.
(Politically alienated - Agree).
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Using Guttman scalogram techniques, the responses
to the above items were scaled in one unit.^

All items

were dichotomized in the second trial (see note below) and
were judged to be a scale since a coefficient of Reprodu
cibility of .973 was obtained and the errors were randomly
distributed.

However, items five., six., and ten were

eliminated from the final scale since they either con
tained disportionately high errors or provided no dis
criminatory power between responses.

Table 2 gives the

marginal frequencies of the seven items in the final polit
ical alienation scale, and Table 3 shows the frequency dis
tribution of the eight scale types.

^See Louis Guttman, "The Basis For Scalogram Analysis,"
in Samuel Stouffer e t . a l . MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION:
STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF WORLD WAR II, Vol. 4
(Princeton: University of Princeton Press, 1949) Ch. 3 .
Discussions of Guttman scaling can be found in almost any
methodology text in sociology. However, for a concise
explanation of Guttman techniques see Marvin Shaw and
Charles Wright, SCALES FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES
(New York: McGraw Hill, 1967), Ch. 2.
NOTE: Researchers vary in their ideas about the
preferred number of response categories in a ten item
attitude scale. There is also divided opinion on the
merits and dangers of "forced-choice" responses eliminating
an "undecided" response category. See Shaw and Wright,
especially Chs. 1 and 2. We decided to eliminate an
"undecided" response since such responses are ambiguous
in light of the nature of the questions concerning polit
ical alienation. More specifically, an undecided response
could mean (l) "I have no opinion on the statement", or
(2) "I am not sure whether I agree or disagree with the
statement," or (3 ) "I lack sufficient information to make
a choice about how I stand on the statement."
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TABLE 2.

MARGINAL FREQUENCIES OF THE ITEMS FOR THE
POLITICAL ALIENATION SCALE
Marginal Frequencies
Percent^*
Agree
Disagree

Items3-

8
2
3
9
4
1
7
cl

Total

86
66
56
47
30
22
15

14
34
44
53
70
78
85

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

items are listed according to their final order in the
scale

bN = 100
TABLE 3 .

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS IN SCALE
TYPES ON THE POLITICAL ALIENATION SCALE

Perfect
Scale Type

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

8

2

X

X
X

Scale Items*
1
3
9
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

TOTAL

Number of
Respondents
4

7

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

14
20
10
9
17
8
17
8
100

*The symbol X designates a political alienation response.
Coefficient of Reproducibility = .973.

Scores in the final political alienation scale ranged
from zero to seven.

In order to distinguish the politically

alienated from the non-alienated., a cutting-point was
established between scores three and four.

In this study,

the politically alienated are respondents with scores four
five, six., and seven.

The nonalienated are those with

scores between zero and three.

Dividing political aliena

tion scale scores at or near the median is practiced con
sistently by researchers.

In this study, 53 persons are

alienated and 47 are nonalienated.
The theoretical framework of the scale includes the
assumption that political alienation is an attitudinal
phenomenon composed of the four dimensions previously
mentioned.

The ordering of the items in the final scale,

with the exception of the first item, seems to confirm
that assumption.

According to the scale, political aliena

tion is best defined as the recognition of an unresponsive
political structure, perceived powerlessness, political
normlessness, and cynicism toward the political order.

It

appears that political alienation may not be simply the
belief held by an individual that his actions do not in
fluence political outcomes.

Rather, in this study, it is

a unidimensional phenomenon composed of several related
cumulative attitudes regarding the political system.
The elimination of items five, six., and ten did not
alter the theoretical components nor the unidimensionality
of political alienation proposed earlier.

It is uncertain

why items five and ten failed to discriminate among the
response categories or why item six. contained a
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disportionate number of errors.

One explanation may be

that respondents incurred difficulty, even ambiguity, in
interpreting the meaning of these statements as phrased
in the interview schedule.

This author found that many

respondents wanted to qualify their responses to these
statements.

The tendency to equivocate when responding to

the statement about writing to elected officials (item 5)
was most apparent.
In conclusion, we can only speculate as to the high
error rate and ambiguity in these items.

It is of some

importance that blue collar respondents contributed disportionately higher error in item ten than their pro rata
in the final scale items.

Refinement in phrasing the

statements may eliminate the heavy loading of errors and
lack of discrimination in these items in future research.
C.

Radical Right Weltanschauung
Several have attempted to develop measures of radical

rightism consisting mainly of a wide range of programs and
issues believed to typify the political ideology held by
its adherents.

Generally speaking, researchers have used

cumulative attitude scales or a series of indexes.

After

reviewing available techniques, the procedure chosen for
ascertaining a Radical Right Weltanschauung was one de
veloped by Carter.

(1969:

27-32 and 100-115)

reasons prompted this decision.

Three

First, Carter’s assump

tions regarding the componential nature of radicalism

closely parallel those made about political alienation in
the present study.

Second, present concern is not with

identifying either the ideology nor the active participant
in radical right organizations but only to discern the
general underlying attitudinal orientation of right-wing
extremists.

Finally, Carter’s instrument has the advan

tage of being subjected to prior verification among a
sample in Baton Rouge.
Carter defines the radical right as persons who tend
to:

(l) see significant events as caused by actions of

conspiratorial agents,

(2) see themselves in a position

of dissensus with non-radical rightists in American soci
ety or with some significant segment of the population,
(3) view the "citizen-leader" as the ideal-type of leader
required to alleviate the present crises, and (4) hold a
millenarian conception of ultimate victory over the causes
of existing crises.

In addition, he posits a tendency

among rightists to engage in direct action outside the
legitimate range of behavior.

Following Carter, radical

rightism can be defined as a general orientation labeled
Weltanschauung, or world view, composed of the four aspect
just mentioned.
To measure this phenomenon, Carter constructed four
separate cumulative scales, one for each component, and
combined the scores into a composite index. - The Radical
Right Weltanschauung.

With modifications, his four scales'

were employed by this study and subsequently tested for
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scalability using Guttman techniques.

Scores on the scales

were summed to give a composite measure of radical rightism.
The first component is the "Conspiracy scale" consis
ting of five items with response categories:
Agree , Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree.

Strongly
The items were:

1.

The Supreme Court decision banning prayers from
the public schools is part of a larger con
spiracy to weaken the morals of our youth.
(Radical Right - Agree).

2.

The big city riots have generally been brought
about by militant conspirators.
(Radical Right Agree).

3.

The student and liberal peace movement is nothing
more than a Communist front.
(Radical Right Agree).

4.

America was out-maneuvered in the Cuban missle
crisis because of internal Communist pressure.
(Radical Right - Agree).

5.

All of the serious problems in this country are
caused by an anti-American conspiracy.
(Radical
Right - Agree).

Tables 4 and 5 give the marginal frequencies of the
items and the distribution of respondents on the six scale
types.

The items were dichotomized in the second run and

the final scale scores ranged from zero to five.

Based

on the range of marginal frequencies and a coefficient
of reproducibility of .972 the items were judged to be
a scale using Guttman criteria.
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TABLE 4.

MARGINAL FREQUENCIES OF THE ITEMS FOR THE
CONSPIRACY SCALE
Marginal Frequencies
Percent**
Agree
Disagree

Items*

4
5
1
3
2

81
55
47
44
24

29
45
53
56
76

*A11 items are listed according to their final order in
the scale
**N - 100
TABLE 5-

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS IN SCALE
TYPES ON THE CONSPIRACY SCALE*

Perfect
Scale Type
4
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

X

Respondents
(N = 100)

Scale Items**
5
1 3
X
X

X
X
X

2

X
X
X

X
X

29
17
11
8
17
18

X
X

X
X

100

TOTAL
Coefficient of Reproducibility = .972
**The symbol X designates a Radical Right response.

Another Weltanschauung component proposed by Carter
is that participants in the radical right will tend to view
the "citizen-leader" as the ideal type required to alleviate
existing crises.

This is measured by a "Hero Scale"
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composed of four items and four response categories:
Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree, which
were dichotomized in the final trial.

The hero Scale items

are:
1.

The only sure solutions to the present problems
facing America is for responsible citizens to
get involved, take action and straighten the
mess out.
(Radical Right - Agree).

2.

Politicians and government officials spend
more time trying to manipulate the people who
elected them than they do trying to serve them.
(Radical Right - Agree).

3.

Domestic and international problems have become
so complex that only specially trained profes
sionals can understand them.
(Radical Right Disagree).

4.

America has made a drastic mistake in trying to
have a democracy in which every citizen is
eligible to participate.
(Radical Right Agree).

Tables 6 and J, respectively, give the marginal frequencies
of the items and the distribution of respondents into five
scale types.

A coefficient of reproducibility of .917 was

obtained and the items were judged scalable.
TABLE 6.

Items*

4
1
2
3

MARGINAL FREQUENCIES OF THE ITEMS FOR THE HERO
SCALE
Marginal Frequencies**
Agree
Disagree
33
39
49
62

67
61
51
28

Total

100
100
100
100

*Items are listed according to their final order in the
scale.
**N - 100
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TABLE 7-

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS IN SCALE
TYPES ON HERO SCALE*

Perfect
Scale Type

I
II
III
IV
V

Scale Items
1
2
4
X

X
X

X
X
X

3
X
X
X
X

Respondents
Number
Percent
28
7
13
22
30
100

TOTAL

28.0
7-0
13-0
22.0
30.0
100

Coefficient of reproducibility = .917
**The symbol X designates a Radical Right response.

Items for the two remaining components* i.e., Dissensus and Millenarianism, did not prove scalable and were
eliminated from the composite measure of the radical right
Weltanschauung.

The elimination of these components is

not regarded as too serious a limitation in the present
study because it is believed that cynicism and resentment
dimensions of political alienation at least indicate some
dissonance on the part of respondents with respect to the
political system.

Moreover, the retained conspiracy and

hero scales are predominant characteristics of the radical
right advanced by virtually every writer on the subject.
These components are also theoretically complementary to
the political alienation scale discussed earlier in the
chapter.
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More specifically, a radical right perspective was
determined by summing the respondents1 scores on the Con
spiracy and Hero scales.

Conspiracy scale scores ranged

from 0 to 5 and from 0 to 4 on the Hero scale.
composite scores are 0 to 9»*

Hence, the

Following the same procedure

used to distinguish the politically alienated from the non
alienated, sample scores were divided near the median.
In this study a radical right perspective is defined
as composite scores from 5 to 9 (N = 49) whereas a non
radical orientation is seen as composite scores from 0 to
4 (N = 51).

Carter points out that, regardless of the

technique adopted, in the final analysis the choice of
cutting-point between radicals and moderates, or radicals
and non-radicals for that matter, is an arbitrary function
of the objectives of the individual researcher.
115)

(p. 100-

Having shown the manner in which the variables are

measured we can now get down to the task of testing our
hypotheses.

The next chapter contains the empirical re

sults as well as brief remarks concerning the theoretical
framework of certain propositions tested by the study.

*With respect to the frequency distribution of com
posite scores we found: Score of 9 (N = 13); score of
8 (N = 11); score of 7 (N = 10); score of 6 (N = 8 ) ;
score of 5 (N = 7); score of 4 (N = 3); score of 3 (N =
10); score of 2 (N = 15); score of 1 [if = 16); score of
0 [N = 7 ) .
The total N was 100 respondents.

CHAPTER FOUR:

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The research hypotheses of the study are empirically
investigated in this chapter.

Each is examined under a

separate heading; namely (l) Selected Determinants of the
Wallace Vote, and (2) Significant Attributes Relating to
Voting Patterns In the 1964-68 Presidential Election Series.
Detailed theoretical Interpretations and conclusions are
postponed until the final chapter.
PART I.

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED DETERMINANTS OF THE GEORGE
WALLACE VOTE IN THE 1968 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

By and large researchers propose two possible alter
natives in national elections for persons who feel estranged
from the dominant political system.

Simply, the alienated

are expected to be nonvoters or to support third party
and/or extremist candidates when given an opportunity to
do so.

Many have suggested that political alienation and

extremist orientations are highly associated with one
another.

Especially interesting is the theoretical conver

gence between the social conditions proposed to underlie
both phenomena, particularly low social status and limited
voluntary organizational involvement.
Based on existing theory three questions must be
answered with respect to the present study.

Do Wallace

supporters disportionately come from relatively low social
positions and lack organizational involvement?

Are they

more politically alienated than non-Wallace voters?

Are
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Wallacites radical rightists?

Such questions are formally

expressed in the following research hypothesis:
The Wallace vote results from limited educational
attainment, blue collar status., low income, limited
organizational participation, political alienation,
and a radical right perspective.
A very simple set of assumptions underlies this
hypothesis.

First, low SES factors and limited organiza

tional involvement are positively related to political
alienation, right-wingism, and voting for George Wallace.
Therefore, these underlying social conditions are ante
cedent to the two attitudinal variables and to Wallace
support.

Second, alienation and radicalism are intervening

variables between low SES, low organizational participation
and pro-Wallace tendencies.
Organizational involvement, alienation, and radicalism
are operationalized as described in Chapter Three.

Socio

economic factors are occupation, education, and income.
Occupational types are (l) professional-managerial,

(2)

other white collar, (3 ) skilled blue collar, and (4) semi
skilled blue collar.

There are four educational statuses:

(l) college graduate, (2) some college, (3) high school
graduate, and (4) non-high school graduate.

Income levels

are divided into UPPER ($16,000 and over per year), MIDDLE
($12,000 to 15,000 annual income), and LOW (incomes between
$5,000 and 11,000).
Three lines of inquiry are used to discern the nature
of the Wallace phenomenon.

First, least squares analysis
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of variance is employed to find the amount of variance in
the Wallace vote accounted for by the independent variables.
Second, F tests at a .05 probability level will determine
which factors significantly produce the vote.

Finally., the

directions of variables effects are examined to uncover
patterned increases and decreases in Wallace tendencies.
THE ANALYSIS OP THE DATA
Since the Wallace vote is predicated upon a multi
variate proposition a technique known as Multiple Classi
fication Analysis (MCA) for discrete, or categorical, data
was chosen.

Essentially, MCA is an extension of multiple

correlation with dummy variables and/or least squares
analysis of variance calculated on assumptions of equally
1
weighted categories and additivity.
In this study, esti
mates of the variance explained by main effects and inter
action terms are obtained by least squares analysis of

^Por detailed discussions of multiple classification
analysis see Peter Blau and Otis D. Duncan, THE AMERICAN
OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
1967), PP. 128-140; and J. N. Morgan, e t . a l ., INCOME AND
WELFARE IN THE UNITED STATES (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1962), Appendix E, pp. 508-511.
Special mention is made of a recent study by Neil
Paterson and Karen Paterson, "Differentials In Family
Size Preferences of Louisiana Rural High School Seniors,"
(Publication Forthcoming). The MCA approach used by the
present study is directly derived from Paterson and Paterson.
The present author is immensely grateful to them for allowing
her the liberal use of their analytical scheme.
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variance.

2

Variable effects, or net effects, are expressed

as deviations from the least squares mean which is a general
constant.

Succinctly, net effects are adjusted deviations

from the general constant obtained by (a) holding constant
the effect of all other variables, and (b) constrained so
the sum of the deviations for the categories of each inde
pendent factor equals zero.
The first step is to estimate the variance in Wallace
voting explained by SES and organizational involvement.

A

model was iwritten for all four social background factors
and three selected interaction terms for organizational
involvement by occupation, education, and income.

Least

squares analysis of variance results are presented in
Table 8 .

It is apparent that none are statistically sig

nificant since all F values are below the .05 level.

The

sums of squares figure shows that these antecedent social
conditions explain 42.3 percent of the variance in the
Wallace vote.

2

In all multivariate analyses, models were written
specifically for the "Least-Squares and Maximum Likelihood
General Purpose Program," (LSMLGP) developed by Walter
Harvey of Ohio State University. Thus, all Anova results
and variable effects were calculated from a "canned"
computer program which is available at the LSU Computer
Research Center.
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TABLE 8 .

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE WALLACE VOTE AND
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS TOGETHER WITH VOLUNTARY
ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT (For A Sample of
Baton Rouge Residents N = 100)

Source
Total
Total Reduction
Occupation
Education
Income
Organizational
Involvement
Occupation
by Involvement
Education
by Involvement
Income by
Involvement
Remainder

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean Sum
Squares

F

100
18

25.000000
10.591564

.588420

3.349

3
3
2

.578396
.521744
.977316

.192799
.173915
.488658

1.097
.990
2.781

1

.000122

.000122

.001

3

.323776

.107925

.614

3

.043403

.014468

.082

2

.339902

.169951

.967

82

14.408436

.175713

It is certain that organizational involvement neither
independently nor interrelated with other SES factors sub
stantially affects the vote.

However, it is difficult to

know how much consideration should be given the absence of
statistically significant results for SES factors, par
ticularly since the actual data show a close correlation
3
among socio-economic factors and Wallace voting.
Moreover,

3several zero subclasses in the cross-tabulations b e 
tween occupation, education, and income precluded any inter
action terms to be written for these factors.
One of the
LSMLGP requirements is that the variables be cross-classi
fiable without missing sub-categories. Moreover, the ab
sence of statistical significance for any, or all, SES
variables in the first model may be due to the high cor
relation among their respective categories.
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the findings relating Wallace and non-Wallace support to
specific SES traits also reveal rather definite differences.
For this reason., Table 9 is inserted to give a clearer
indication of the breakdown on Wallace voting by antecedent
social conditions.
TABLE 9-

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON WALLACE-NONWALLACE
SUPPORT BY SES AND ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

SES Factors

Wallace

OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial
White Collar
Skilled Blue Collar
Semi-Unskilied
Total

EDUCATION
College
Some College
High School Graduate
Non High School Graduate
0Total
X. = 27.92 P.001
(3 DF)
INCOME
<>i 6,ooch c5 1 2 ,0 0 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0
(>5.50 0 0 -1 1 ,0 0 0
r
PJ?otal
X - 16.45 P. 001
(2 DF)
C—

ORGANIZATION
High
Low
JTotal
X = 7 . 6 9 P.05
(1 DF)

Non-Wallace

Total

4
4
21
22
51

18
15
12
4
49

22
19
33
26
100

5
1

17
11

26

18

19
51

3
49

22
12
44
22
100

6
24
21

51

22
20
7
49

100

21
30
51

34
15
49

55
45
100

28
44

28
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Chi-square tests run on the data in Table 9 were
statistically significant at .001 probability level for
occupation, income, education and differential Wallace
support.

However, organizational involvement did not yield

significant results.

Most noteworthy, these results parallel

the variable effects obtained through least-squares analy
sis of variance for the antecedent social conditions. (See
Table 10).
TABLE 10.

As the results in Table 10 show, there are
THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED SOCIAL FACTORS ON THE
WALLACE VOTE, FOR A SAMPLE OF BATON ROUGE
RESIDENTSa

Social Variable

New Effects*3

Entire Sample (100)C

(48.19)4

OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial (22)
Other White Collar (19)
Skilled Blue Collar (33)
Semi-Unskilled Blue Collar (26)

-17.62
-15.68
+11.05
+22.25

EDUCATION
College graduate (22)
Some college (12)
High School graduate (44)
Non-high school graduate (22)

+03.75
-19.32
-00.49
+ 16.06

INCOME
16,000 and over (28)
12,000 - 15,000 (44)
5,000 - 11,000 (2 8)

-16.77
-00.53
+17.30

ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
High (45)
Low (55)

-00.13
+00.13

a

= The effects for interaction terns may be found in
Appendix. C, part I.
b = adjusted deviations from the least squares mean
c = numbers in parentheses are frequency distributions
d = least-squares mean
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very low differentials between the two white collar groups.
However, both blue collar categories lean toward Wallace.
Even more important., semi-unskilled workers are much more
pro-Wallace than skilled blue collar types.

Also, a greater

positive influence on Wallace voting is exerted by not
finishing high school than by graduating from high school.
Conversely, a large reduction in Wallace support is asso
ciated with some college education as compared to gradu
ating from college.

Virtually little effect is attributed

to middle income status whereas the largest differentials
exist between $5*000 and 11,000 incomes which increase
Wallace support and incomes from $16,000 and over which
reduce Wallace voting.

Since occupation, education and

income categories revealed patterns with definite theoreti
cal import it was decided they should be retained in sub
sequent multivariate analyses.

However, lacking any

notable effects plus its very low explanatory power led to
the deletion of organizational involvement from further
investigation into the nature of Wallace vote.
Having allowed antecedent social conditions to ex
plain as much as they can, the next step is to assess the
relative contributions made by alienation and rightist
attitudes.

A preliminary complex model was written for SES

factors, political alienation, radicalism and all possible
interaction terms for each SES trait with alienation and
radicalism.

An interaction term for the two attitudinal

variables was also included in the model.

The data given
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in Table 11 show two statistically significant results;
namely, (l) education and (2 ) alienation by radicalism.
TABLE 11.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OP THE WALLACE VOTE FOR SES
FACTORS, POLITICAL ALIENATION, RADICALISM AND
SELECTED INTERACTION TERMS: PRELIMINARY COMPLEX
MODEL*

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean Sum
Squares

F

100
28

25.000000
16.378739

.584955

4.885

Occupation
Education
Income
Political Alienation
Radicalism

3
3
2
1
1

.587399
1.440243
.158878
.209177
.005497

.195800
.480081
.079439
.209177
.005497

1.635
4.009
.663
1.747
.046

Occupation
by Alienation

3

.676850

.225617

1.884

Occupation
by Radicalism

3

.485603

.161868

1-352

Education
by Alienation

3

.871248

.290416

2.425

Income by Alienation

2

.432442

.216221

1.806

Education
by Radicalism

3

.149638

.049879

.417

Income by Radicalism

2

.248981

.124490

1.040

Alienation
by Radicalism

1

.894114

.894114

7.467

72

8.621261

.119740

Source
Total
Total Reduction

Remainder

*Net effects for these variables may be found in Appendix
C, part II of this dissertation.
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It should be noted that the relationship between education
and alienation almost reaches significance.

Generally,

the most noteworthy aspect of the over-all findings is
an intercorrelation between political alienation and SES
factors and with radicalism.

Conversely, radicalism in

itself or combined with SES traits does not exert much
differential effect upon Wallace voting.
Based on these preliminary findings, a final complex
model was written for SES factors, political alienation,
radicalism and four interaction terms which were:

(l)

occupation by alienation, (2) education by alienation,
(3) income by alienation, and (4) alienation by radicalism.
Table 12 gives the analysis of variance results obtained
for the final model which explains 62.7 percent of the
variance in the Wallace vote.

This is an appreciable

increase over the 42.3 percent attributed to the antece
dent social conditions alone.

Hence, it can be concluded

that political alienation and rightist orientations do
intervene between proposed social conditions and Wallace
tendencies.

This is particularly true for political

alienation which yields substantial effects when combined
with SES factors and with radicalism.

In fact, the final

model has three statistically significant results with
occupation being very near significance.
variables are (l) education,

The significant

(2) a relationship between

education and alienation, and (3 ) alienation related to
radicalism.

io4
TABLE 12.

LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 0E VARIANCE OF THE
WALLACE VOTE AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS TOGETHER
WITH POLITICAL ALIENATION, RIGHT-WING EXTREMISM
AND SELECTED INTERACTION TERMS: FINAL COMPLEX
MODEL

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean Sum
Squares

F

100
20

25.000000
15.680914

.784046

6.731

Occupation
Education
Income
Political Alienation
Radicalism

3
3
2
1
1

.832541
1.395988
.224022
.075886
.157907

.277514
.465329
.112011
.075886
.157907

2.382
3.995
.962
.651
1.356

Occupation
by Alienation

3

.564049

.188016

1.614

Education
by Alienation

3

1.961442

.653814

5.613

Income by Alienation

2

.326214

.163107

1.400

Alienation
by Radicalism

1

.457827

.457827

3.930

80

9.319086

.116489

Source
Total
Total Reduction

Remainder

The findings presented in Table 13 serve to clarify
the relationship between Wallace voting and specific inde
pendent variables.

For example, it is obvious that Wallace

voters tend to be persons who have not completed high school.
Conversely, a negative effect is found for high school edu
cational attainment.

Unexpected

voting patterns are ob

served for the two highest educational categories with a
reduction in the vote being associated with some college
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TABLE 13-

ADJUSTED DEVIATIONS FROM THE LEAST SQUARES
MEAN FOR SELECTED DETERMINANTS OF THE WALLACE
VOTE

Variable
SAMPLE

Adjusted
Deviations
50.45a

EDUCATION
College
Some College
High School Graduate
Less than High School Graduate

+ 8.63
-25.32
- 6.40
+2 3 .08

OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial
Other White Collar
Skilled Blue Collar
Semi-unskilled Blue Collar

-40.00
.44
+12.84
+ 27.60

INCOME
$l6,OOOh
12,000-15,000
5 ,000-11,000

- 6.62
- 3.50
+ 10.12

POLITICAL ALIENATION
Alienated
Nonalienated

+ 4.40
- 4.40

RADICALISM
Rightist
Non-Rightist

+ 4.60
-4.60

EDUCATION BY ALIENATION
College/Alienated
Some College/Alienated
High School Graduate/Alienated
Less than High School Graduate/Alienated
College/Nonalienated
Some College/Nonalienated
High School Graduate/Nonalienated
Less than High School Graduate/Nonalienated

-28.55
- 8.56
+24.00
+30.8l
+45.80
-42.05
-36.80
+15.68
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TABLE 13 (Continued)
Adjusted
Deviations

Variable
OCCUPATION BY ALIENATION
Professional-Managerial/Alienated
White Collar/Alienated
Skilled/Alienated
Semi-unskilled/Alienated
Professional-Managerial/Nonalienated
White Collar/Nonalienated
Skilled/Nonalienated
Semi-unskilled/Nonalienated

-26.60
- .10
+27.64
+16.40
-53.44*
- 1.00
- 2.04
+38.78

INCOME BY ALIENATION
$16,000+ /Alienated
12,000-15j000/Alienated
5,000-11,000/Alienated
$16,000+/Nonalienated
12,000-15 j000/Nonalienated
5,000-11,000/Nonalienated

+ 9.60
+
.93
+ 2.73
-22.84
- 7.93
+ 17.51

ALIENATION BY RADICALISM
Alienated/Rightist
Alienated/Nonrightist
Nonalienated/Rightist
Nonalienated/Nonrightist

+ 1.16
+ 7.64
+ 8.04
-16.84

a = the least squares mean for the total sample.
* = this indicates not a reduction but an ab&ence of
relation to Wallace voting when the data are adjusted.

educational status and a positive increase with college
achievement.
Looking within occupational categories the findings
indicate a negative tendency for the two white collar
groups to support Wallace and greater proneness to do so
among both blue collar statuses.

When the data are adjus

ted, however, the lowest white collar category demonstrates
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an over-all pro-Wallace percentage almost identical to the
least-squares mean for the entire sample.

Even more

interesting is greater support for Wallace among semi
unskilled workers compared to their skilled blue collar
counterparts.

Generally* there is an inverse relationship

between Wallace voting and high occupational status and a
direct positive relationship between high Wallace support
and low occupation.
income.

This also holds for low versus high

In fact only persons with incomes between $5 j 000-

11*000 are pro-Wallace.
According to earlier results (Table 12) failure to
reach significance as main effects is more reason to be
lieve that income* alienation* and radicalism are not in
themselves important determinants of the Wallace vote.
The suspicion of intercorrelation is confirmed by polit
ical alienation which demonstrates an appreciable influence
on Wallace tendencies when related to education and to
radicalism.
Wallace tendencies are observed among alienated
respondents who have completed high school while nonalien
ated high school graduates exhibit a trend away from
Wallace voting.

Among persons at the lowest educational

level there seems to be little difference in voting pat
terns irrespective of varying degrees of political alien
ation.

The latter may be partially explained by the fact

that non-high school graduates as a whole are overwhelmingly
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pro-Wallace and also have an inordinate proclivity toward
feeling politically alienated.
Most perplexing are the findings associated with
college graduate status and varied alienation attitudes.
Nonalienated college graduates are pro-Wallace while their
alienated counterparts are not Wallace voters.

The extent

to which such results are due to computational adjustments
made in calculating least-squares analysis of variance is
uncertain.

However., it is believed this may be the case

since the unadjusted data show

5 alienated college graduate

respondents to be pro-Wallace and 17 nonalienated college
graduates to be non-Wallace supporters.

Nevertheless*

generalizations regarding these findings are withheld
until the problem can be resolved with more convincing
evidence.
The effects of alienation by radicalism are con
gruent with theoretical predictions.

In this sample*

persons who are not politically alienated but hold rightist
views show an increase in Wallace voting.

This same ten

dency holds when political alienation is related to a
nonrightist perspective.

As expected* Wallace support is

observed when political alienation and rightist attitudes
are interrelated and greatly reduced for a relationship
between nonalienation and nonrightist orientations.
The effects stemming from interactions between alien
ation and the two remaining SES factors* i.e. occupation
and income* should be pointed out despite the failure to
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reach statistical significance.

In the first place., there

is an Increase in Wallace voting at the upper income level
when related to political alienation attitudes.

Moreover,

Wallace tendencies are higher for skilled blue collar
respondents who are politically alienated in comparison
to their nonalienated counterparts who show a reduction
in Wallace voting.

Such patterns are compatible with

earlier findings which showed politically alienated high
school graduates to be visibly pro-Wallace and nonalien
ated high school graduates to be non-Wallace.
Taking into consideration all of the previous findings
it is not feasible to accept the initial proposition that
Wallace voters comprise a well-defined group of blue collar
workers with low incomes, low educational attainment and
exhibit.

limited organizational involvement, political

alienation and rightist attitudes.

In fact, the data

unquestionably show that Wallace voters are not peculiarly
lacking in secondary group participation compared to the
sample as a whole.

On the other hand, the high percentage

increase in the variance explained by adding alienation
and radicalism to antecedent social factors leads to the
generalization that such attitudinal predispositions,
particularly alienation, do Intervene between SES and
Wallace support.
Beyond these simple generalizations precise state
ments regarding the multivariate nature of the Wallace
vote are difficult, if not impossible, based on the data
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obtained in this study.

At best, conclusions must be con

fined to pointing out the most salient characteristics of
Wallace voters based on the aforementioned investigation.
In summary, there are seven main traits:,

(l) semi-unskilled

blue collar status, (2) skilled blue collar status, (3)
non-high school education level, (4) a relationship between
skilled blue collar status and political alienation,

(5 )

high school attainment related to political alienation,
(6) a combination of alienation and rightist attitudes,
and (7 ) alienation related to a nonrightist perspective.
We will return to these findings in Chapter Five
when theoretical interpretations of the data are given.
In the meantime, attention is directed at investigating
the nature of voting patterns observed over the 1964-1968
presidential elections.
PART II.

ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT ATTRIBUTES RELATING TO
VOTING PATTERNS IN THE 1964-1968 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION SERIES

The final research objective is to ascertain whether
or not voting patterns reflect differential SES factors,
degrees of political alienation^and rightist-nonrightist
perspectives.

Initially, the intention was to discern

voting practices over four consecutive presidential elec
tions:

1956-1968.

However, classification problems arose

which demanded a much larger sample than had been drawn.
Thus, it was necessary to confine the analysis to the
1964 and 1968 presidential election series.

However, to

Ill
give an overview of voting for each election from 19561968., the distributions by political party are presented
in Table 14.
TABLE 14.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON VOTING BY POLITICAL
PARTY FOR 1956, I960, 1964, 1968 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS (Baton Rouge Sample N - 100)

1956 Election
N = 100
Democrat (Stevenson)
22
Republican (Eisenhower)
50
11
States Rights
Non Voter
17

1964 Election
Democrat
Republican
Non Voter

N = 100
63
29
8

N = 100
52
24
10
14

1968 Election
Democrat
Republican
Wallace
Non Voter

N = 100
9
32
51
8

i960 Election
Democrat
Republican
States Rights
Non Voter

Rather than simply computing frequency distributions
on Republicans, Democrats and so forth, a conceptual scheme
4
was designed along the lines developed by V. 0. Key, Jr.
Modifying Key's typology and adding a type of our own,
three voting patterns were established.
STANDPATTERS are persons who voted consistently
Republican or Democrat in 1964 and 1968.
EXTREME CONSERVATIVES are those who voted for
Goldwater in 1964 and Wallace in 1968. Conceptually these
voters are believed to be quite different from consistent
Republicans and those voting Democrat in ’64 and Wallace
in '68 in as much as extreme conservatives maintain a
preference for candidates representing more or less definite
"rightist" positions on economic, social or political issues,
or any combination of these.

York:

V . 0. Key, Jr., THE RESPONSIBLE ELECTORATE (New
'"Vintage Books, 1968), pp. 9-29.
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SWITCHERS AND NONVOTERS, though exhibiting rather
different practices, are combined into one type to compen
sate for relatively low numbers of voters within each
category separately.
Switchers are of two kinds:
(l)
persons voting Democrat in 1964 and Republican in 1968j
and (2) Democrats in 1964 and Wallace supporters in 1968.
In the other group Nonvoters are those who did not vote
in one or either election in 1964 and 1968.
Table 15 shows the numbers of respondents who fall
within each major voting pattern as well as distributions
for the subtypes within each.

This information is essen

tially descriptive but will be helpful later as voting
patterns are empirically analyzed.
TABLE 15.

VOTING PATTERNS ACCORDING TO NUMBERS OF
RESPONDENTS WITHIN EACH TYPE

STANDPATTERS
Republican 1964-1968
Democrat 1964-1968
Total

Number of Respondents
23
9
32

EXTREME CONSERVATIVES
Republicans 1964 - Wallace 1968
Total

38
38

SWITCHERS
Democrat 1964 - Republican 1968
Democrat 1964 - Wallace 1968
Total

9
13
22

NONVOTERS
Did not vote in 1964-1968
Voted only in one election
Total
TOTAL

4
4
8
100

While the determinants of specific voting patterns
are not framed in a causal-effect model., significant dif
ferences in patterns are expected in association with SES
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factors., political alienation-nonalienation and rightistnonrightist orientations.

On this basis, the analysis

will consist of five chi-square tests run on the relation
ships between voting patterns and occupation, education,
income, political alienation, and radicalism.

Significant

differences will be accepted at the .01 probability level.
In addition, patterns within specific categories of each
variable will be described in an exploratory effort to
discern those of interest for future research.
Ao

Voting Patterns and Occupational Types
According to the data given in Table 16, the hypo

thesis of statistically significant differences in voting
patterns and varying occupational status is supported.
Generally speaking, three broad patterns are manifested.
First, Standpatters as a whole tend to be professionals
TABLE 16.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON VOTING PATTERNS IN
1964-1968 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS BY OCCUPATIONAL
TYPE: BATON ROUGE SAMPLE N = 100

Occupation

Voting Patterns______
Extreme
StandConser- Switchers
patters vatives Nonvoters

Total

Professional-Managerial
14
Other White Collar
9
Skilled Blue Collar
7
Semi-Unskilled Blue Collar 2

9
4
14
19

7
6
12
5

22
19
33
26

TOTAL

38

30

100

x 2 = 1 8 .11> P.01 (6DF).

32
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or managers who constitute 43.7 percent of that broad voting
type.

Second., skilled blue collar workers comprise the

largest proportion (40 percent) of all Switchers and Non
voters.

Finally, a very large proportion of Extreme Con

servatives (50 percent) are semi-unskilled workers.

Fo

cusing on voting patterns within each occupational category
several interesting things occur.

Among professional-

managerial respondents almost 64 percent are standpatters
with 13 of 14 persons voting Republican in 1964 and 1968.
Even the Switchers within that occupational category indi
cate a tendency toward Republican support with 4 of 7
persons going from Democrat to Republican.

Together the

white collar groups account for 75 percent of all Standpat
Republicans, or 21 of 23 respondents in the sample.
More variation occurs within the skilled blue collar
category.

Forty-two percent of all skilled blue collar

respondents voted for Goldwater in 1964 and for Wallace
in 1968.

Close to this figure are 36.3 percent who demon

strate a Switcher-Nonvoter pattern with almost an equal
split between the two types.

Moreover, among the 7 Stand

patters, 5 voted Democrat in both elections, 1964-1968.
The clearest demonstration of an Extreme Conservative
tendency is found for semi-unskilled blue collar occupations
of which 73 percent, or 19 of 26 persons, voted Goldwater
and Wallace.

What is not shown but needs to be brought

out is that none of the semi-unskilled respondents voted
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Republican in the 1968 election and none were Republican
Standpatters.
B.

Educational Attainment And Voting Patterns
The data given in Table 17 were statistically sig

nificant using chi-square and a .01 level of probability.
Hence, significant differences in voting patterns for
various educational levels do exist in this study.

Unfor

tunately, broad patterns for educational levels are not
readily observable regarding Standpatters, Extreme Conser
vatives., and Switchers-Nonvoters.

The most revealing

findings are within each educational level, respectively.
TABLE 17.

VOTING PATTERNS IN 1964-1968 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (IN
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS)

Education

______ Voting Patterns______
Extreme
StandConser- Switchers
patters vatives Nonvoters

Total

College Graduate
Some College
High School Graduate
Non High School Graduate

10
6
14
2

2
1
22
13

10
5
8
7

22
12
44
22

TOTAL

32

38

30

100

x2 = 21.82> P.01 (6DF)

College graduates, for example, are equally divided
between standpatters and switchers-nonvoters with each
having 46 percent of the respondents in that educational
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category.

College graduates are noticeably low in extreme

conservativism over the entire sample as well as among
themselves.

Most college graduate standpatters, (9 out

of 10 persons) were consistently Republican.

Also they

have the highest nonvoting rate for the entire sample (4
out of 8 persons).

With the exception of nonvoters, the

patterns for persons with some college are almost identical
to those observed for college graduates.
Fifty percent of the 44 high school graduates are
extreme conservatives while 32 percent are standpatters.
Though most voted straight Republican, high school gradu
ates show the highest tendency to vote Democrat in 19641968 (4 persons) with respect to the sample as a whole.
Among non-high school graduates, 59 percent voted Repub
lican in 1964 and Wallace in 1968 showing them to be
characteristically extreme conservatives.

Moreover, six

out of seven persons with a switchers-nonvoters pattern
went from Democrat to Wallace which complements the ex
treme conservative trend found for that educational level.
C.

Voting Patterns According to Income Status
Using chi-square at a .01 confidence level signifi

cant differences were obtained for Standpatters, Extreme
Conservatives and Switchers-Nonvoters with varying incomes.
The results are based on the data in Table 18.

For all

standpatters there is an almost equal split between the
upper and middle income levels with each contributing
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roughly 45 percent to consistent voting tendencies.
Conversely, there is a conspicuous reduction in standpat
voting for persons with incomes between 5*000 and 11,000.
TABLE 18.

DISTRIBUTIONS ON VOTING PATTERNS BY INCOME
LEVEL FOR BATON ROUGE SAMPLE N = 100 (IN
NUMBERS OF RESPONDENTS)

Income

Voting Patterns
Extreme
Conser
Switchers
vatives
Nonvoters

Stand
patters

Total

$16,000+
12,000-15,000
5 ,000-11,000

15
14
3

5
19
14

8
11
11

28
44
28

TOTAL

32

38

30

100

x 2 = 15-67> P. 01 (4DF)

Standpat voting is the main pattern for persons
having incomes 16,000 and over with 13 of 15 persons being
consistently Republican.

This pattern is further supported

by 4 of 8 persons moving from Democrat to Republican.

Also

the number of extreme conservatives is very low (5 persons
of a total 38) within the upper income category.

At the

middle income level 43 percent are extreme conservatives,
32 percent are standpatters, and 25 percent are switchersnonvoters.
More clearly defined patterns can be observed for
the lowest income category.

There the most predominant

voting tendency over the 1964-1968 presidential election
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series is Goldwater to Wallace with 50 percent exhibiting
this pattern.

This is followed by 39 percent who are

switchers-nonvoters showing most respondents, 6 of 11,
switching from Democrat to Wallace.

The latter gives

additional indication of the extreme conservative tendency
for low income status.
D.

Voting Patterns Among the Alienated and Nonalienated
The differences in voting patterns associated with

the presence or absence of alienation perspectives reach
significance at the .001 level using the chi-square test.
This finding is derived from the data in Table 19.

Accor

ding to the data, politically alienated individuals
noticeably tend to be extreme conservatives (63 percent).
Out of 12 switchers-nonvoters,6 did not vote in one or both
of the 1964-1968 elections.

These comprise a high propor

tion (75 percent) of the 8 nonvoters in the total sample.
TABLE 19.

DIFFERENTIAL VOTING PATTERNS IN 1964-1968
ELECTIONS FOR POLITICALLY ALIENATED AND NON
ALIENATED RESPONDENTS (IN FREQUENCY DISTRIBU
TIONS) BATON ROUGE SAMPLE N = 100

Political
Alienation
Stand
patters

Voting Patterns
Extreme
Conser
Switchers
Nonvoters
vatives

Total

Alienated
Nonalienated

8
24

33
5

12
18

53
47

TOTAL

32

38

30

100

x2 = 25.37> P .001 (2DF)
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The nonalienated, constitute well over a substantial
number of standpatters.

In fact, of 47 nonalienated per

sons, 75 percent were consistent in their political party
choices from 1964 to 1968.

Among these; 20 of 23 persons

voted Republican in both elections.

The low propensity

toward extreme conservative voting is apparent with only
10 percent of all nonalienated persons voting Republican
in '64 and Wallace in '68.

Finally, the nonalienated have

appreciably less tendency to be nonvoters having only 2
of sample’s 8 respondents.
E.

Voting Patterns And Rightist-Non Rightist Orientations
The differences in voting patterns for radical and

non-radical views are significant at the .001 level using
the chi-square test on the data in Table 20.

As a matter

of fact, the chi-square value is identical to that obtained
for political alienation and the three voting patterns.
Four definite patterns stand out in these findings.
nonrightists tend to be mostly standpatters.
TABLE 20.

First,

In fact, 54

VOTING PATTERNS BY RADICAL RIGHT AND NONRADICAL
PERSPECTIVES IN FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

Voting Patterns

Rightist

Nonrightist

Standpatters
Extreme conservatives
Switchers-Nonvoters

6
30
16

26
8
14

32
38
30

TOTAL

52

48

100

x2 = 25.37> P.001 (2DF)

Total
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percent of those in that category are consistent in their
voting with all 23 of the standpat Republicans having a
nonrightist orientation.

Second, 8l percent of the 32

standpatters do not have a radical perspective.

Third,

almost 57 percent of all rightists voted for Goldwater in
1964 and Wallace in 1968.

Finally, 78 percent of all

extreme conservatives are rightist in their political views.
Radicals and nonradicals are almost evenly divided with
respect to switcher-nonvoters.

According to the findings,

an extreme conservative pattern is visibly associated with
a right-wing orientation while persons without such pro
clivities tend to be standpatters.
On the basis of the above findings, several generali
zations can be made concerning the attributes of specific
voting patterns.

First, Republican standpatters over the

1964-68 election series are mostly characterized as profes
sional-managerial respondents, college graduates, having
incomes of $16,000 and over, and nonalienated, nonrightist
attitudes.

Persons voting consistently Democrat come

mainly from the skilled blue collar category, have com
pleted high school, and fall within the $12,000 to 15,000
income range.

Democratic standpatters are about equally

divided between varied alienated and rightist attitudes.
Very definite attributes are associated withthe extreme
conservative pattern.

In short, such persons tend to be

from semi-unskilled occupations, have not completed high
school, and are politically alienated and right-wing extrem
ists.
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The characteristics of switchers and nonvoters are
more difficult to assess; however, breaking these down into
specific sub-types helps clarify matters to some extent.
For example, switching from Democrat 1964 to Republican
in 1968 was observed in connection with (l) other white
collar status more than professional-managerial, and (2 )
attending but not graduating from college.

For those

moving from Democrat to Republican there was an equal
split between upper and middle incomes and alienation nonalienation attitudes.
The move from Democrat in 1964 to Wallace in 1968
seems more likely among skilled rather than semi-unskilled
workers. Moreover, nonalienated individuals more than
alienated persons exhibit this pattern.

Although there

is an equal division between middle and lower income sta
tuses, there is a conspicuous absence of persons at the
upper income level moving from Democrat to Wallace.
Furthermore, a rightist perspective is closely associated
with the Democrat-Wallace pattern.
Nonvoting does not appear to be peculiar to any
specific group or social characteristic, with the possible
exception of a politically alienated attitude.

Generally

speaking, skilled blue collar workers are highest in non
voting than the other occupational categories.

This also

seems to hold for high school and college graduates when
compared to the two remaining educational levels.

However,

the figures are not sufficiently large to evaluate nonvoting
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attributes beyond sheer speculation.
The findings are theoretically evaluated in the next
chapter.

In addition, a rather complete summary of the

major empirical results will be given.

CHAPTER FIVE:

SUMMARY'AND CONCLUSIONS

In the first part of this chapter the empirical
findings on the research hypotheses concerning political
alienation and voting in selected United States Presidential
elections will be summarized along with other findings of
theoretical relevance.

In the second part of the chapter

the empirical results are evaluated and conclusions drawn
in light of the theory adopted by the study.

In addition,

several of the study's limitations will be pointed out and
suggestions for future research into political alienation
are offered.
PART I.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

Following the line of thinking established by pre
vious students of political alienation, this study sub
scribed to the notion that political alienation is a more
or less coherent set of attitudes about the political order
which subsequently influences the kinds of activities en
gaged in by individuals.

Four attitudinal dimensions of

political alienation were derived from existing theory;
namely,

(l) recognition of an unresponsive political system

and power structure, (2) a belief that the democratic norm
entitling each individual to a say-so about political
events is violated in some way, (3) perceived political
powerlessness, and (4) some element of resentment or
cynicism toward the existing political system.

Using

Guttman criteria, the political alienation scale items
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proved to be unidimensional and scalable.
Though the indices selected to measure the four
dimensions mentioned above were not separately analyzed
as independent factors, the conceptual nature of political
alienation is somewhat clarified by the magnitude of posi
tive responses by alienated respondents.

The percentages

of positive responses among the alienated are as follows:
All 53 alienated persons concurred that the
problem with government is the lack of influence
that ordinary persons have over the political
system in general.
Ninety-eight percent felt that government is
run by a few powerful people and there is little
that they can personally do about i t .
Ninety-five percent believe that their interests
are disregarded by both major political parties:
Democrats and Republicans.
Eighty-seven percent do not think their personal
interests can be achieved when they come into con
flict with those of powerful interest groups.
Sixty-four percent believe that persons in
public office do not take into account the wishes
of the electorate.
Fifty-six, percent believe that elected officials
are controlled by powerful interest groups.
Twenty-seven percent do not regard voting in
national elections as an effective means of bringing
about desired political outcomes nor a way to gen
erally influence the direction of politics.
For the most part the magnitude of the responses to
the scale items reveal underlying attitudes about the
political structure in general.

In this study the polit

ically alienated see the political system as an entity
composed of a power structure and institutional elements

which operate independently of them and of which they are
not a part.

Also a large number see both major political

parties as either disinterested or not representing their
particular interests and views.

This is a very important

finding since in the United States Democrat and Republican
parties are integral parts of the national political order.
There is a parallel between the belief that politicians
are unresponsive to the electorate and the notion that
elected representatives are controlled by powerful interest
groups.

Most curious is the relatively small proportion of

alienated individuals who define voting, i.e., direct par
ticipation in the political process, as a useless activity.
Hence, in this study political alienation seems to be more
a set of underlying negative ideas about the political
system and less a clear-cut feeling of powerlessness
through direct actions such as voting.
The second attitude measured was a "Radical Right
Weltanschauung" composed of four dimensions:

(l) a belief

in conspiratorial agencies and groups lying at the base of
America’s problems; (2) a belief that a "citizen-leader"
and direct action by "responsible citizens" are the best
means of solving the crises in American society, (3) a
dissensus between the respondent’s own ideas and those held
by other persons and segments in society, and (4) a millenarian view that America’s crises and their sources will
be overcome.

Guttman techniques proved only the first two

dimensions to be unidimensional and scalable.

Hence a
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rightist perspective was measured by composite scores on
the conspiracy and hero dimensions.

Moreover., rightists

were defined as all respondents whose composite scores
were above the sample median.

According to the present

study* a rightist view is defined as the belief that
America's crises are due to conspiratorial* or "antiAmerican" forces* together with the belief that a "citizen-leader" and "responsible citizens" are the only effec
tive means by which such crises can be resolved or
eliminated.
Both attitudinal phenomena as well as socio-economic
.status and voluntary organizational involvement were em
ployed as variables relating to political activities in
Presidential elections.

Virtually every writer on the

subject has framed the behavioral consequences of political
alienation in conjunction with low locial status.

Others

have postulated political estrangement as the result of
limited participation in intermediate group structures.
The prediction for a close relationship between low SES
and political alienation was more or less obviated by
variance analysis results obtained in this study.

However*

to make the relationship clearer* Table 21 summarizes the
social attributes relating to alienation and nonalienation
tendencies.

As the data show* political alienation is more

related to low SES and negligibly associated with differ
ential rates of voluntary organizational involvement.
Succinctly* four traits characterize the politically
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alienated in this study; namely, (l) semi-unskilled blue
collar status, (2) less than high school completion,

(3)

very low income status and (4) a rightist perspective.
TABLE 21.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON VARIED POLITICAL
ALIENATION ATTITUDES ACCORDING TO SES, RADICALISM
AND ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Social-Attitudinal
Variable
OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial
Other White Collar
Skilled Blue Collar
Semi-Unskilled Blue Collar
_Total
x^ = 23.19> P.001

Political Alienation______
Alienated Nonalienated Total

5
7
18
23
53

EDUCATION
College
5
Some College
4
28
High School Graduate
Less than High School Graduate 16
Total
53
x = l4.69> P .01

17
12
15
3
47

22
19
33
26
100

17

47

22
12
44
22
100

8

16

6

INCOME
$16,000+
12,000-15,000
5 ,000-11,000
-Total
x.• = 23'.38/ P.001

5
25
23
53

23
19
5
47

28
44
28
100

RADICALISM
Rightist
Nonrightist
-Total
x = l4.32> P.001

37
16
53

15
32
47

52
48
100

ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT
High
Low
Total
x d = l.59< P.05

26
27
53

29
18
47

55
45
100
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Though never formally stated, an important question
which should be answered is:

Is there a direct association

between high SES and high organizational involvement, and
vice versa?

As a brief digression, distributions on high

and low involvement according to SES, political alienation
and radicalism are presented in Table 22.

Generally, the

data demonstrate negligible relationships between associational involvement and the social-attitudinal factors.

Two

exceptions appear to be upper income status and a nonrightist
orientation which are both associated with, but not signifi
cantly so, high secondary group participation.

Otherwise,

respondents within all SES and attitudinal subclasses are
relatively evenly divided between high and low organizational
involvement.
The hypothesis that blue collar status, limited
educational attainment and a rightist perspective operate
additively, or cumulatively, to produce the Wallace vote
was not entirely validated by multiple classification
analysis.

If nothing else, the analysis found SES far more

important than voluntary group participation in generating
pro-Wallace behavior.

Despite inadequate verification for

the multivariate proposition, the Wallace vote assumes a
definite posture when certain variables are individually
examined.

For further clarification, those factors which

were found to increase pro-Wallace voting are summarized
in Table 23.
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TABLE 22.

SUMMARY OP FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON
DIFFERENTIAL RATES OF VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONAL
INVOLVEMENT BY SES, ALIENATION AND RADICALISM

Social-Attitudinal
Variable

Organizational Involvement
High
Low

Total

OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial
Other White Collar
Skilled blue collar
Semi-Unskilled Blue Collar
pTotal
XT = .40< P .05

12
11
19
13
55

10
8
14
13
45

22
19
33
26
100

EDUCATION
College Graduate
Some College
High School Graduate
Non High School Graduate
pTotal
x = .93c7 P.05

12
8
24
11
55

10
4
20
11
45

22
12
44
22
100

INCOME
$16,000+
12.000-15* 000
5.000-11,000
0Total
x d = 3 . 1 9 < P.05

20
22
13
55

8
22
15
45

28
44
28
100

POLITICAL ALIENATION
Alienated
Nonalienated
oTotal
x. = 1.59<P.05

26
29
55

27
18
45

53
47
100

RADICALISM
Rightist
Nonrightist
pTotal
x = 3.43<P.05

24
31
55

28
17
45

52
48
100
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TABLE 23.

SUMMARY OP VARIABLE EFFECTS WHICH INCREASE
THE WALLACE VOTE *

MAIN EFFECTS
Semi-Unskilled Blue Collar (+2 7 .60)
Less than High School Graduate (+23.08)
Skilled Blue Collar (+1 2 .85 )
$5 ,000-11,000 (+1 0 .12)
Rightist View (+4.60)
Politically Alienated (+4.40)
College Education (+8 .63)
INTERACTIONS
Semi-Unskilled/Nonalienated (+3 8 .7 8 )
Less than High School Graduate/Alienated (+30.82)
Skilled Blue Collar/Alienated (+2 7 .66)
High School Graduate/Alienated (+24.00)
$5,000-11,000/Nonalienated (+17.52)
Semi-Unskilled/Alienated (+16.40)
Less than High School Graduate/Nonalienated (+15.36)
$16,000+/Alienated (+9 .60)
Alienated/Rightist (+1.16)
$5,000-11,000/Alienated (+2.74)
Nonalienated/Rightist (+8.04}
Alienated/Nonrightist (+7.64)
*The effects in parentheses are adjusted deviations from
the least squares mean of 50.45.

On the basis of the findings obtained by multiple classi
fication analysis, the following generalizations are made
concerning the nature of the Wallace phenomenon.
First, Wallace supporters generally have low
occupational status, low income and limited formal
educational attainment.
Second, political alienation and, to a lesser
extent, rightist views relate to the Wallace vote
but in themselves are not significant determinants
of that behavior.
Third, the Wallace vote is more closely related
to semi-unskilled rather than skilled blue collar
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status despite the fact that the latter shows a
positive relationship to Wallace voting.
Fourth, there is a markedly higher pro-Wallace
tendency among persons who did not finish high
school than for those who did.
Fifth, persons who complete high school and
feel politically alienated show a sharp increase
in the Wallace vote compared to nonalienated high
school graduates.
Sixth, politically alienated skilled blue collar
workers are more pro-Wallace than the nonalienated
skilled blue collar segment.
Seventh, in itself upper income status, $16,000+,
adversely affects the Wallace vote; however when it
is associated with political alienation the Wallace
vote is raised.
Eighth, political alienation related to both
rightist and nonrightist orientation significantly
induces Wallace support. Conversely, nonalienation
related to nonrightist attitudes reduces Wallace
inclinations.
Two important things are derived from the above
generalizations.

In the first place, the qualitative phrase

"relatively low social status" has a decided meaning with
respect to voting or not voting for George Wallace.

More

specifically, pro-Wallace tendencies are not simply a
matter of low versus high social status, but more a ques
tion of status gradations.

In this way, it is at the

lowest occupational, educational and income statuses where
Wallace tendencies are visibly more pronounced while be
coming increasingly less, even negative in some cases, as
SES increments are raised.
A second aspect brought into clearer focus concerns
the specific relationship between alienation, radicalism

and Wallace tendencies.

At this point one should recall

the final multivariate model which yielded an appreciably
larger amount of explained variance (62.7 percent) com
pared to the 42.3 percent variance accounted for by SES
and organizational involvement.

On that basis it was

concluded that alienation and radicalism were intervening
variables between antecedent social conditions and Wallace
support.

Although accurate, the generalization obfuscates

the manner in which alienation and radicalism operate upon
the political behavior in question.

Most important, neither

attitudinal predisposition produced significant Wallace ten
dencies when treated independently of other social factors.
To put the matter another way, it was only interrelatedness
with other SES factors and with one another which enabled
alienation and radicalism to significantly determine the
Wallace vote.

Then too this only applied to alienation

since radicalism did not yield any significant results
when related to SES variables.
The attributes relating to voting patterns, i.e.,
Standpatter, Switcher-Nonvoter, and Extreme Conservative,
parallel as well as extend the previous findings about the
Wallace phenomenon.

Again, for clarity, the social char

acteristics relating to voting types are summarized.
Table 24).

(See

Unfortunately, the attributes relating to non

voting do not emerge into any definite patterns.

However,

it is possible to discern the salient characteristics of
Standpatters, Switchers, and Extreme Conservatives.

TABLE 24.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS ON VOTING PATTERNS BY SES, POLITICAL ALIENATION
AND RADICALISM (IN NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS)

Characteristic
Standpatter
R-Ra
D-D
OCCUPATION
Professional-Managerial
13
8
Other White Collar
2
Skilled Blue Collar
Semi-Unskilied Blue Collar Total
23
EDUCATION
College Graduate
9
Some College
5
High School Graduate
9
Non High School Graduate
Total
23
INCOME
$16,000+
13
12,000-15,000
9
1
5,000-11,000
Total
23
POLITICAL ALIENATION
Alienated
3
20
Nonalienated
Total
23
RADICALISM
Rightist
Nonrightist
23
Total
23

1
1
5
2
9
1
1
5
2
9

Voting Patterns
Switcher
Extreme
D-Rc D-W
Conservative
4
4
1
9
4
3
2
9

Total
Nonvoter

1
1
8
3
13

1
4
14
19
38

2
1
3
2
8

22
19
33
26
100

2
1
4
6
13

2
1
22
13
38

4
1
2
1
8

22
12
44
22
100

1
6
6
13

5
19
14
38

3
5
8

28
44
28
100

2
5
2
9

4
5

5
4
9

1
8
9

9
4
13

33
5
38

2
6
8

53
47
100

6
3
9

5
4
9

9
4
13

30
8
38

2
6
8

52
48
100

c = voted Democrat In ’64, Republican '68
d = voted Democrat in '64, and Wallace '68
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a = voted Republican in 1964 and 1968
b = voted Democrat 1964 and 1968

9
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Looking at the entire sample, we find that 38 percent are
extreme conservatives* 32 percent are standpatters, 22
percent are switchers, and 8 percent are nonvoters.

Further

distinctions in voting patterns can he made with respect to
sub-types.

In doing so, 23 percent of the sample are stand

pat Republicans, 9 percent manifest a standpat Democratic
pattern, 13 percent switched from Democrat in 1964 to
Wallace in 1968.

The question which arises is:

What are

the social characteristics and attitudinal predispositions
peculiar to such patterns?
Generally speaking, Democrat standpatters exhibit
three traits.
collar workers.

For the most part they are skilled blue
Second, they fall within the high school

graduate category.

Finally, most standpat Democratic

voters have incomes between $12,000 and 15*000.
The two most distinctive characteristics of standpat
Republicans are professional-managerial status and an
income from $16,000 and better.

Respondents in both

respective categories comprise 57 percent of all standpat
Republican voters.

Educationally, 9 persons are college

graduates and 5 have attended but not finished college.
The figure is appreciably raised when the two highest
educational levels are combined in which case 6l percent
of all Republican standpatters are accounted for.

A

striking corrollary is the attitudinal inclination of
standpat Republicans with all of them being nonrightist
and 87 percent being nonalienated.
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Persons switching from Democrat to Republican
(D-R's) in many ways resemble standpat Republicans in
their social characteristics.

The two white collar cate

gories each have a 44.4 percent D-R rate.

Over-all,, 33

percent D-R's have at least attended college and almost
45 percent are college graduates.

With respect to income,

D-R's fall in the upper and middle categories.

While there

are no noticeable differences in rightist-nonrightist atti
tudes, D-R's are clearly nonalienated (90 percent).
The move from Democrat to Wallace is most charac
teristic of skilled blue collar workers with 6l percent
having that pattern.

Educationally, the percentage is

in favor of not completing high school (47 percent) fol
lowed by 30 percent who did finish high school.

The D-W

pattern shows an equal proportion (70 percent in each) of
alienated and rightist respondents.
The extreme conservative pattern is highest among
semi-unskilled workers (50 percent) followed by 37 percent
within the skilled blue collar category.

While high

school graduates out-number non-graduates, the finding
is misleading.

If percentages were tabulated in proportion

to size of category, 60 percent would be in the lowest edu
cational status compared to 50 percent who are high school
graduates.

The same would be true regarding income with

50 percent of the extreme conservatives within the $5*00011,000 range and 43 percent with middle incomes.

Eighty-
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seven percent of all Goldwater-Wallace voters are polit
ically alienated and J8 percent hold a rightist perspective.
Having summarized the empirical findings, attention
should be focused on their theoretical implications.

In

addition, the major weaknesses in the study need to be
brought out, particularly deficiencies in measurement and
sampling.
PART II.

CONCLUSIONS

The entire study was designed around a core of
propositions which may be labeled political alienation
theory.

Actually, there are three main areas aubsumed

under this rubric.

The first is a set of propositions

relating to the conceptual properties of political aliena
tion.

Then there are those pertaining to its relationship

to specific social conditions such as low social status
and limited group participation.

Finally, the effects of

political alienation upon activity are discussed, especially
such actions as nonvoting, opposition voting and extremist
behavior.
In this study, political alienation was found to be
a coherent set of attitudes indicating an underlying
disaffection, or dissonance, with political institutions
in general.

In one way or another, the scale items sup

ported existing notions that it is an admixture of resent
ment, negativism, and powerlessness vis a vis the dominant
political system.

Despite its scalability, the instrument
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has some weaknesses.

For one thing, political normlessness

was not adequately demonstrated in as much as none of the
items gave clear confirmation that alienated respondents
subscribed to democratic norms, and if so, believed that
they were violated in some way.

Second, the scale was

weak in specifying the precise nature, sources and targets
within the institutional order for political discontent.
At best the scale supports the notion that the various
attitudinal dimensions of political alienation exist.

What

remains is a more precise understanding of actual "situa
tional-institutional" elements comprising each dimension.
Whereas a glaring deficiency in the political aliena
tion scale is its incompleteness, problems of validity and
reliability are most acute in the "Radical Right Weltan
schauung".

Carter’s efforts to devise a four componential

measurement for the radical right as an underlying attitude,
or world view, are not without merit.
72).

(Carter, 19^9:

25-

Still the seemingly unresolvable dilemma regarding

right-wing extremism persists.
economic-political ideology?

Succinctly, is it a socio
Is it a set of personality

traits like those subsumed under authoritarianism?

Does

it manifest specific types of political actions clearly
outside the established system?

Or is right-wing extremism

any combination of these plus other factors which have not
been mentioned?

In short, we cannot be entirely sure that

the measurement used is actually dileneating the main con
ceptual properties of right-wing extremism.

Finally, by
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failing to reproduce the "dissensus" and "millenarian"
components the criterion for reliability is not m e t .
Yielding to critics who might staunchly maintain that
radical right extremism per se has not been measured in
this study, we would compromisingly substitute a new term
for what has been measured.

Clearly some attitudinal

phenomenon has been scaled in the present analysis, par
ticularly a conspiracy/citizen-leader inclination.
Since we are convinced that two components of the
"Radical Right Weltanschauung" have been identified, the
terms "rightist" and "nonrightist" are retained in reference
to radicalism as used by this study.

Moreover, several em

pirical findings encourage, even justify, using these terms.
On the one hand, analysis of variance results found an
interrelationship between alienation and radicalism to
contribute significantly to pro-Wallace tendencies.

Also,

simple nonparametric tests demonstrated a significant dif
ference between alienated-rightists and nonalienated-nonrightists in the sample.

This does not mean that the two

attitudinal constructs are one and the same phenomenon nor
are they inextricably interrelated in producing identical
behavioral results.

On the contrary, multiple classifica

tion analysis showed political alienation - not radicalism to be significantly effective in determining the Wallace
vote when combined with certain SES factors, particularly
education and to a lesser extent, occupation.

Finally,

rightist views are more proportionately distributed over
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SES categories whereas alienation is mostly concentrated
at the lowest status levels.
Almost without exception, theorists have associated
political alienation with low social status.

Others,

notably mass politics proponents, formulate alienation as
a consequence of debilitated meaningful secondary group
affiliations.

Regretably, a multivariate scheme for veri

fying such propositions was not devised by the present
study.

Yet many findings did reveal certain relationships

between occupation, education, income and political aliena
tion.

Generally, this study supports the theoretical con

nection between alienation and low social status, however
indexed.

Also noteworthy is a paucity of evidence to sub

stantiate the proposition:

the higher the voluntary organ

izational involvement, the lower the alienation; and the
lower the involvement, the greater the political alienation.
In fact, the data showed an almost equal division between
alienated and nonalienated respondents who scored "high"
on organizational involvement.

Furthermore, limited in

volvement did not seem to induce greater propensity for
political estrangement.

Such findings run counter to mass

society theory which has made quite an issue of eroding
intermediate structures as the mainstay for political
alienation and, in turn, for extremist behavior.

While

our data are not sufficient to entirely repudiate mass
politics propositions, they do seriously question the pri
ority mass theorists give to voluntary group involvement
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over other social factors, particularly SES, in bringing
about political alienation.

Given the evidence in this

study, the most appropriate conclusion is that social
status, not organizational involvement, differentially
affects tendencies toward alienation and nonalienation
from the political system.
The multivariate analysis on SES, alienation, radical
ism and Wallace voting partly answered another theoretical
question that has been repeatedly asserted but never
actually verified.

Simply, political alienation is not

a phenomenon sui generis operating independently of other
social factors in producing certain kinds of so-called
"deviant" political action.

This was shown to be the case

when political alienation did not significantly produce
pro-Wallace support independently of educational status,
radicalism, and to a lesser extent, occupation.

Moreover,

the findings lead to a strong suspicion that political
alienation is not a "free-floating" attitudinal state but
a situationally-induced phenomenon operating intermediate
between SES and political behavior while at the same time
being dependent upon specific SES factors.
The literature is replete with proposed behavioral
consequences of political alienation which range from
apathy, to opposition voting, to extremist activity.
Recently theorists have eschewed apathy, or indifference,
as a likely alternative in light of the deep-rooted dissat
isfaction with the political system felt by alienated

i4 i
persons.
i960).

(Horton and Thompson, 1962:

485-493; Levin*

Resentment, discontent and negativism are posited

as forces which became translated into behavior whenever
the alienated engage in political activity.
Horton, 196O:

190-195)

(Thompson and

Theory also has it that the alien

ated become active in national politics when (a) the cam
paign is highly controversial (Eckhardt and Henderson,
1967); or, (b) the issues are clearly defined and meaning
ful alternatives are available (Levin, i960); or, (c) a
candidate challenges the existing political....system, openly
attacks*^established symbols of power, and/or singles out
specific groups as responsible for the "ills" facing the
country (Levin, i960; Thompson and Horton, I96O:

492).

The present study subscribed to the notion of
"negativism" and the postulated conditions mentioned above
as important elements in political alienation.

In fact,

the Wallace phenomenon of 1968 was explicitly chosen as a
way to test certain propositions about political alienation.
For one thing, Wallace not only represented a third party,
which in itself is somewhat a normative deviation in U. S.
national politics, he also adopted a platform of welldefined "anti-elitism," "anti-statism," "anti-powerful
groups":
tions.

in a word - anti established political institu
Second, Wallace explicitly addressed his candidacy

to segments of the populace who, in his view, were most
abused and powerless within the existing state of national
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politics; namely, his "common folks."'''

Lipset has described

the Wallace vote as "expressive politics", i.e., the goal
of political action is not so much a solution to concrete
problems as much as a way for voters to express their
feelings about existing conditions.

(Lipset, 1970:

344)

With these things in mind, the results obtained by
the present study become quite relevant to alienation
theory.

Simply, political alienation related to low social

status manifests behavior indicative of a rejection of the
political status quo.

Hence, in this study the Wallace

vote is interpreted as an opportunity for alienated persons
to register their disaffection toward the political system.
The analysis on standpatters, switchers, and extreme
conservatives extends the behavioral ramifications of
political alienation.

Most crucial to the theory are

Goldwater-Wallace (R-W) and Democrat-Wallace (D-W) voters
who, in our sample, are overwhelmingly politically alien
ated and are recruited from the lower social strata.

Such

voting patterns are particularly interesting in connection
with a recent study on Louisiana politics by Perry H.
Howard in which he contends that since 1948 voting ten
dencies in national elections indicate a defection from
the Democratic Party and a search for meaningful

-*-An excellent description of the Wallace campaign
can be found in Seymour Lipset and Earl Raab, "The Wallace
Whitelash," TRANSACTION, 7 (1969) and Lipset and Raab, THE
POLITICS OP UNREASON: RIGHT WING EXTREMISM IN AMERICA,
1790-1970, (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), especially

Chapters 9 and 10.

alternatives among segments of the state's electorate.
Referring mainly to State's Rights voters, Howard demon
strates a movement away from the two major parties since
neither offer acceptable alternatives or programs com
patible to their views and policy positions.

It is not

accidental that Howard's assessment of such defections
as "protests" against national party programs (1971:

308)

closely parallels the thesis advanced by the present study.
In short, alienated persons in the lower social strata are
highly prone to switch political support over a given
election series without having a definite preference for
Democrats or Republicans.

While D-W and R-W patterns for

1964-1968 may be partly explained by right-wing theory,
this study has also pointed out an additional factor in
these patterns:

namely, political discontent with the

political system in general.
Sampling and measurement limitations prohibit refined
theoretical conclusions to be drawn from the empirical
results obtained by the present analysis.

For example,

professional-managerial, college educated, upper income
statuses are over-represented in the sample in proportion
to their distribution throughout the general Baton Rouge
population.

We cannot discount the possibility that the

results on alienation, pro-Wallace tendencies, and voting

Perry H. Howard, POLITICAL TENDENCIES IN LOUISIANA,
Revised and expanded, (Baton Rouge, Louisiana State Uni
versity Press, 1971)j PP- 305ff.
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patterns may have been quite different if respondents had
been more evenly distributed over several strata.

Then,

too the technical prohibitions against including inter
actions among SES factors in MCA models leaves a gap in
the over-all empirical results which is difficult to
evaluate but must be considered a serious weakness in
the study.

This is particularly true in considering that

the most vital question in political alienation has not
been answered by this study:

What socio-cultural condi

tions generate feelings of political alienation?

Although

the multivariate analysis showed political alienation to
intervene between SES and Wallace voting, it did not ex
plain precisely why this occurred.
It remains for future research to obtain information
on the causal link between structural conditions operating
in the social order and political alienation inclinations.
One thing this study would suggest as a possible deter
minant is differential educational attainment.

In addition,

hypotheses may be formulated around status inconsistency as
a factor contributing to political alienation.

Also the

factors existing within specific socio-cultural milieux especially varying normative systems - should eventually
be examined in relation to political alienation.

If not,

propositions will remain trapped in the "objective socio
economic status versus political power" realm of thinking
which has dominated alienation concepts since the days of
Marx.

In order for political alienation theory to advance
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it must stretch beyond notions of "power relations" and
formulate hypotheses in relation to a wide range of pre
scribed practices* values* goals* interests* ideas and
other elements which make up any social institution.
It is hoped that efforts will continue toward de
vising measurements for political alienation which make
its respective dimensions more explicit.

In this connec

tion* attention should be given indices which cover a wide
range of processes* practices* norms* formal-informal
associations and policies directly relating to the polit
ical order.
Another important area of research would entail an
investigation of the social conditions common to both
political alienation and radical views as well as those
factors differentially relating to both attitudes.

This

could also be done on the political actions associated with
these two attitudinal phenomena.
Considering the study's over-all results* there is
reason to believe that the thesis advanced by Horton and
Thompson (1962:

486-493 ), Eckhardt and Henderson (1967)*

Levin (i960) and others is basically correct.

In short*

as a factor relating to political activity* political
alienation is more likely to manifest itself in actions
which register some kind of negativism and disaffection
with the existing system rather than mere withdrawal from
politics.

While our findings do not prove conclusively

that political alienation is generated by social conditions*

they do point in that direction.

On that basis, it is

hoped that the present study has made a contribution to
political alienation theory and to the broader area of
voting within democratic political systems.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTED EMPIRICAL REFERENTS FOR MEASURING
POLITICAL ALIENATION USED BY PREVIOUS RESEARCHERS
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This appendix enumerates the instruments used byresearchers to measure political alienation.

At the time

the present study was conducted only five measurements for
the construct could be found.

Perhaps there are others

that are either unpublished or in the process of being
constructed by political-sociologists.

In any event, it

is hoped that this appendix will assist the reader in
clarifying the derivation of the construct devised by
the present analysis.

I. Angus Campbell e t . al. THE VOTER DECIDES (Evanston,
Illinois: Row, Peterson and Co., 195^).
The construct devised by Campbell is called a
"Political Efficacy Index" and is based on the assumption
that individuals entertain some notion about the influence
they have or can have In determining or influencing polit
ical events.

By and large, the Political Efficacy Index

attempts to measure the extent to which an individual
believes his direct political action is either influen
tial or, conversely, inefficacious.

It is apparent that

Campbell e t . a l . mostly emphasize the "power-control"
dimension in their instrument.
The Items contained in the "Political EfficacyInefficacy Index" are:
1.

I d o n ’t think public officials care much about
what people like me think.
(Politically inef
ficacious - Agree) .
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2.

The way people vote is the main thing that
decides how things are run in this country.
(Politically inefficacious - Disagree).

3.

Voting is the only way people like me can have
any say-so about how government runs things.
(Politically inefficacious - Disagree).

4.

People like me don't have any say about how
government runs things.
(Politically ineffi
cacious - Agree).

5.

Sometimes politics and government seem so com
plicated that a person like me can't really
understand what's going on.
(Politically
inefficacious - Agree).

II. Arthur Neal and Salomon Rettig, "Dimensions of Aliena
tion Among Manual and Nonmanual Workers," AMERICAN SOCIO
LOGICAL REVIEW,
28 (August,
1963')* 8 0 1 8 10
; and "On The Multidimensionality of Alienation"
AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW, 32 (February, 1967), PP.
54-64.
To measure powerlessness Neal and Rettig selected
150 items from the Julian Rotter e t . a l . "Internal vs.
External Control Scale."

Seventy-five items from the mass

media regarding unethical practices in government and in
dustry were chosen as measures of normlessness.

Using

principal component factor analysis they found that the
225 items defined very specific "Factors"; namely, power
lessness in government (FACTOR I), powerlessness in indus
try (FACTOR II), normlessness in government (FACTOR III)
and normlessness in industry (FACTOR IV).

The first two

are most relevant to our purposes.
FACTOR I, which they label "political alienation,"
measures an individual's perceived lack of control over
national and international political events.

The items are:
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1.

There's little we can do to bring about a
permanent world peace.
(Politically alienated Agree).

2.

Wars between countries seem inevitable despite
the efforts of men to prevent them.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).

3.

Government is run by a few people in power and
there's not much the little guy can do about it.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

4.

The average citizen can have an influence on
government decisions.
(Politically alienated Disagree).

5.

Persons like myself have little chance of
protecting our personal interests when they
conflict with those of strong pressure groups.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

6.

There's little use for me to vote since one
vote doesn't count much anyway.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).

7.

Some political corruption is a necessary evil
of government.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

FACTOR II, labeled "political normlessness," defines
the belief that force and fraud are necessary elements in
government.

The items a r e :

1.

Those running our government must hush up many
things that go on behind the scenes, if they
wish to stay in office.
(Politically normless Agree).

2.

Having "pull" is more important than ability in
getting a government job.
(Politically normless Agree).

3.

In order to get elected to office, a candidate
must make promises he does not intend to keep.
(Politically normless - Agree)

4.

Those elected to public office have to. serve
special interests (e.g. big business or labor)
as well as the public's interest.
(Politically
normless - Agree).
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III. Edward McDill and Jeanne Ridley, "Status, Amonia,
Political Alienation and Political Participation," AMERICAN
JOURNAL OP SOCIOLOGY, 68 (September, 1962), 205-213.
McDill and Ridley used a modified version of the
Zimmer scale for alienation from local government.

Using

Guttman criteria, they found that the items were scalable
and measured an individual’s powerlessness to influence
the outcomes of political decisions at the local level as
well as distrust of public officials.

The items are:

1.

The government of a big city like X doesn’t
take much interest In a person’s neighborhood.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

2.

The government of a big city like X is too costly
to the average taxpayer.
(Politically alienated Agree).

3.

The average person can’t get any satisfaction out
of talking to the officials of a big city govern
ment like X.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

4.

The government of a city like X is controlled
to much by machine politics.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).

5.

The average person doesn't have much to say about
the running of a big city like X.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).
(NOTE: There is a close,
almost identical, similarity between this item
and item 4 on Campbell's "Political Efficacy
Index".

IV. K. Eckhardt and G. Henderson, "Transformation of
Alienation Into Public Opinion," SOCIOLOGICAL QUARTERLY
8 (August, 1967), 459-467.
Eckhardt and Henderson emphasize the powerlessness
aspect of political alienation along four specific dimen
sions.

Using Guttman criteria, they conclude that the four

items, one for each dimension, form a scale.

The dimensions
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and respective items are:
A.
Item: 1.

B.
Item: 2.

Perception of a Community Power Structure.
In this community some individuals and organi
zations have more to say about what gets done
than others.
(Politically alienated - Agree).
Perception of

One 1s Personal Influence.

The problem with this town is that an average
citizen like me has little chance of influencing
what gets done.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

C . Perception of The Power Held By Public Officials.
Item:

3. No matter how you vote or what you want., people
in public office do what they want anyway.
(Politically alienated - Agree).
D.

Item:

Perception of Agreement With the Powerful.

4. For the most part I agree with what public
officials and other important people want to
do In this community.
(Politically alienated Disagree).

V. John Horton and Wayne Thompson.
"Powerlessness and
Negativism: A Study of Defeated Local Referendum^,"
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY, 67 (March, 1962), 485-493;
and "Political Alienation As A Force In Political Action,"
SOCIAL FORCES (i960), pp. 190-195Using Guttman criteria, Horton and Thompson found
their four items proved to be a scale.

The purpose of the

items was to measure political alienation as a construct
composed of powerlessness, normlessness and mistrustcynicism toward politics.

The items are:

1.

It doesn’t matter which party wins elections,
the interests of the little man don't count.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

2.

Local officials soon lose touch with the people
who elected them.
(Politically alienated Agree).
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3.

If people knew what was really going on in
high places* it would blow the lid off things.
(Politically alienated - Agree).

4.

Elected officials are really the tools of
powerful interest groups.
(Politically
alienated - Agree).

APPENDIX B
THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
PART I.
1.

GENERAL SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENT

In which state, or country, were you born?
State (Country)

2.

How long have you livedin the South?

_________ years.

3.

How long have you livedin Louisiana?

________

4.

How long have you lived in Baton Rouge?

5.

How old are you?

6.

Are you, or have you ever been, married?
(a) yes
(b) no____

years.

_______ years.

_______ years.

If yes, how many children do you have?

_____

7.

What is your present occupation?

8.

What was your occupation before this?

9.

How many years of school have you completed?

(be specific)

10.

Did you graduate from high school?
(b) no____

11.

Have you ever attended college?
If yes, did you graduate?
(c) did not attend____

number.

(be specific)

(a) yes____

(a) yes

(a) yes

____ years.

(b)__ no___

(b) no______
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If graduated from college., what is the highest academic
degree held?
12.

Approximately what was your family income in 1970?
dollars.

13-

Approximately what will your family income be in 1971?
dollars.

14.

What, if any, is your religious preference?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

15-

Protestant (give denomination) ________
Catholic ____
Jewish ____
None
Other (please specify) ________________

How regularly do you attend church?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

less than once a month
once a month only ____
only once a week ____
more than once a week
never
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PART II.

VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION

Please list all organizations in which you are a member;
e.g. union, professional organization, business association,
fraternal club, lodges, social clubs, political club, PTA
and the like. After doing so, please tell me whether you:
A. attend meetings always, sometimes, seldom, never;
B. the title of any office you hold in each organization
C. committees on which you serve D. perform some other
kind of official function or similar duties in the organi
zation .
NAME OP ORGANIZATION ______________
DEGREE OP PARTICIPATION

NAME OF ORGANIZATION __
DEGREE OF PARTICIPATION

NAME OF ORGANIZATION __
DEGREE OF PARTICIPATION

* Note:

This was repeated as many times as an individual
gave the name of an organization
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PART III.

16.

In 1956 when Eisenhower (Republican), Stevenson
(Democrat) and a State's Rights candidate ran for
office for whom did you vote?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

17.

VOTING ACTIVITIES FOR THE 1956, I960, 1964,
1968 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

Eisenhower
Stevenson
State's Rights
Do not recall
Did not vote
Refusal

In the Presidential election of i960 in which there
was Kennedy (Democrat), Nixon (Republican), and a
slate of Unpledged Electors for whom did you vote?
1 . Kennedy
2 . Nixon
3- Unpledged Electors
4. Do not recall
5. Did not vote
6 . Refusal

18.

In 1964 when Johnson (Democrat) ran against Goldwater
(Republican) for whom did you vote?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

19.

J ohnson
Goldwater
Do not recall
Did not vote
Refusal

In the 1968 Presidential election in which the
candidates were Humphrey (Democrat), Nixon (Republican),
and Wallace (American Independent Party) for whom did
you vote?
1. Humphrey ____
2. Nixon ____
3. Wallace ____
4. Do not recall ____
5. Did not vote ____
6 . Refusal
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PART IV.

20.

Regardless of whether or not you vote, when it comes
to national politics do you consider yourself closest
to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

21.

POLITICAL PARTY IDENTIFICATION AND POLITICAL
LABEL

Republican Party ____
Democratic Party ____
An Independent but not Wallace's American Indepen
dent Party ____
American Independent Party ____
None at all
Other (spec i f y ) ________________ __________________
Refusal ____

Has this always been your political party preference?
(a) yes
(b) no____
If not, what party was it?

22.

How would you describe your political views?
1.
2.
34.
5.
6.

PART V.
23.

(Specify)

Extreme Conservative ____
Conservative ____
Middle-of-the-road ____
Liberal ____
Extreme liberal
Some other (specify) ____________________

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

How often do you discuss politics with members of
your family?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frequently ____
Sometimes ____
Seldom ____
Never
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24.

How often do you discuss politics with the people
at work?
1.
2.
3.
4.

25*

How often do you discuss politics with your friends
outside of work?
1.
2.
3.
4.

26.

Frequently ____
Sometimes ____
Seldom ____
Never

Frequently ____
Sometimes ____
Seldom ____
Never

When it comes to following national politics in the
media (television, newspapers, magazines, and the
like) would you say you do so:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Daily
Almost daily
Only once or twice a week
Only two or three times a month
Almost never

2 7 . About how many times in the last year have you
written a U.S. Senator, Congressman, or some other
national official to express your views on a certain
issue, or request him to vote on an issue, or for
some other reason?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
28.

five times or more
three to four times
once or twice
never
Do not recall

In the last Presidential election campaign (1968) did
you:
Attend rallies or
(a) yes_____
(b)

meetings for a candidate?
no____

Make a financial donation to a candidate's campaign?
(a) yes_____
(b) no____
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Distribute information for a candidate?
(a) yes
(b) no____
Work at campaign headquarters or in some other
capacity to actively recruit voters for a candidate?
(a) yes
(b) no____
Work in some other way for his candidacy?

PART V.

(Specify)

ATTITUDES ON ISSUES, GOVERNMENT, AND NATIONAL
EVENTS

The cards I am going to give you have statements people
sometimes make about national politics and current issues.
Please give me the number of the card before reading it
carefully. After you have read the statement carefully,
please tell me whether you STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE,
OR STRONGLY DISAGREE with it.
* Note:

Interviewer writes in SA, A, D, or SD in blank
space after each statement.

1.

By voting and making our voices heard we can wipe
out political corruption. _______

2.

The growing popular unrest in Communist-controlled
countries is leading to the formation of an increasing
number of freedom movements.

3.

Do you think that most Americans tend to feel that the
current domestic crises in America have reached
extremely critical proportions? _____

4.

Elected officials don't care much about what people
like me want because they are out for themselves.

5.

Government is run by a few people in power and there's
little the average person like myself can do about it.

6.

Do you think most Americans tend to view an internal
anti-American conspiracy as the source of America's
current domestic crises?
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7.

America is quickly moving toward an inevitable
domestic conflict between traditional Americans
and modern liberals.

8.

The only way
sympathizers
same tactics
the 1950 's .

9.

Politicians and government officials spend more time
trying to manipulate people who elected them than
they do trying to serve them. _______

to get rid of Communists and Communist
in the federal government is to use the
that Senator Joseph McCarthy used in
_______

10.

The big city riots have been brought about by
militant anti-American conspirators. _______

11.

By voting in electionsj persons like myself can
do much to influence the direction and outcome
of politics. _______

12.

No matter how you vote or what you want persons in
public office do what they want anyway. _______

13.

All of the serious problems in this country are
caused by an anti-American conspiracy. _______

14.

America has made a drastic mistake in trying to have
a democracy in which every citizen is eligible to
participate. _______

15.

The current crises in America have reached extremely
critical proportions. _______

16.

The Communists have such firm control over their
countries that there is almost no chance that the
people in them will form a general uprising against
the puppet regimes. _______

17.

Persons like myself have little chance of protecting
our personal interests when they conflict with those
of powerful groups. _______

18.

Domestic and international problems have become so
complex that only specially, trained professionals
can understand them.

19.

The Supreme Court decision banning prayers from public
schools is part of a larger conspiracy to weaken the
morals of our youth. _______
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20.

Do you think most Americans tend to feel that the
current crises in international affairs have reached
extremely critical proportions?
'

21.

The problem with government in the United States
today is that the average man like me has no influence
over what public officials do.
.....

22.

It doesn't matter whether Democrats or Republicans
win an election^ the interests of the average man
don't count.

23.

The student and liberal peace movement is nothing
more than a Communist front.

24.

The only sure solution to the present problems facing
America is for responsible citizens to get Involved
and straighten the mess out themselves. _______

25.

The current crises in international affairs have
reached extremely critical proportions. _______

26.

Do you think most Americans tend to view an inter
national anti-American conspiracy as the source of
current international crises?

27.

America was out-maneuvered in the Cuban missile
crisis because of Internal Communist pressure.

28.

There's little use in writing elected officials
because they are not interested in the problems of
the average man. _______

29.

Elected officials are really the tools of powerful
Interest groups. _______

The interview is now completed.
your time and cooperation.

Thank you very much for

APPENDIX C
ADJUSTED DEVIATIONS FROM THE LEAST-SQUARES MEAN
ON THE GEORGE WALLACE VOTE FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS,
POLITICAL ALIENATION, RADICAL RIGHT WELTANSCHAUUNG AND
SELECTED INTERACTION TERMS: PRELIMINARY MULTIVARIATE MODEL
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I.

NET EFFECTS OF INTERACTION TERMS ON THE WALLACE VOTE
FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVE
MENT.
(LEAST SQUARES MEAN = 48.19)*

VARIABLE

NET EFFECTS9,

OCCUPATION BY INVOLVEMENT
Professional-managerial/High
Professional-managerial/Low
White collar/High
White collar/Low
Skilled blue collar/High
Skilled blue collar/Low
Semi-unskilled blue collar/High
Semi-unskilled blue collar/Low

-28.26
- 6.98
- 5.50
-25.88
+ 7.31
+14.81
+27.00
+ 17.60

EDUCATION BY INVOLVEMENT
College graduate/High
College graduate/Low
Some college/High
Some college/Low
High school graduate/High
High school graduate/Low
Less than high school graduate/High
Less than high school graduate/Low

+ 3.42
+ 4.08
-13.82
-14.82
+ 3.89
- 4.88
+11.07
+10.05

INCOME BY INVOLVEMENT
16,000+/High
16 ,000+/Low
12,000-15,000/iigh
12,000-15,000/Low
5,000-11,000/High
5,000-11,000/Low

-19.59
-13.97
- 6.97
+ 5.92
+ 27.00
+ 7.62

* Calculated from LSMLGP computer program: multiple
classification analysis based on least-squares analysis
of variance
a = adjusted deviations from the least-squares mean
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II.

NET EFFECTS ON THE WALLACE VOTE FOR SES, POLITICAL
ALIENATION, RADICAL RIGHT WELTANSCHAUUNG AND SELECTED
INTERACTION TERMS: A MULTIVARIATE SCHEME* (PRELIMINARY
RESULTS)

VARIABLE

NET EFFECTS3"

OCCUPATION
Professional-managerial
White collar
Skilled blue collar
Semi-unskilled blue collar

-31.45
- 1.60
+ 7-56
+25.48

EDUCATION
College graduate
Some college
High school graduate
Less than high school graduate

.01
-26.63
- 3-62
+30.26

INCOME
16,000 and above
12.000-15,000
5.000-11,000

+
.02
- 4.89
+ 4.87

RADICALISM
Rightist
Nonrightist

+ 1.03
- 1.03

POLITICAL ALIENATION
Alienated
Nonalienated

+ 8.29
- 8.29

OCCUPATION BY ALIENATION
Professional-managerial/nonalienated
Professional-managerial/alienated
White collar/nonalienated
White collar/alienated
Skilled blue collar/nonalienated
Skilled blue collar/alienated
Semi-unskilled blue collar/nonalienated
Semi-unskilled blue collar/alienated

(continued on next page)

-21.85
-4l.06
-17.44
+17.23
-21.26
+36.39
+23.61
+27.36
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II.

(continued)

VARIABLE

NET EFFECTS

OCCUPATION BY RADICALISM
Professional-managerial/rightist
Professional-managerial/nonright1st
White collar/rightist
White collar/nonrightist
Skilled blue collar/rightist
Skilled blue collar/nonrightist
Semi-unskilled blue collar/rightist
Semi-unskilled blue collar/nonrightist

- 4.47
-58 .54
-20.71
+17.30
+ 1 1 .83
+ 3.30
+25*93
+25.06

EDUCATION BY ALIENATION
College/nonalienated
College/alienated
Some college/nonalienated
Some college/alienated
High school graduate/nonalienated
High school graduate/alienated
Less than high' school graduate/nonalienated
Less than high school graduate/alienated

.68
+
.64
-32.67
-20.61
-30.56
+23*30
+30.72
+29.84

EDUCATION BY RADICALISM
Coilege/nonrightist
College/rightist
Some college/nonrightist
Some college rightist
High school graduate/nonrightist
High school graduate/rightist
Less than high school graduate/nonrightist
Less than high school graduate/rightist

+23.50
-23-54
-34.18
-19.10
-13.59
+ 6.33
+20.11
+40.44

INCOME BY ALIENATION
16,000+/nonalIenated
16,000+/alienated
12.000-15,000/nonalienated
12.000-15,000/alienated
5.000-11,000/nonalienated
5.000-11,000/alienated

(continued on next page)

-24.53
+ 28.22
-11.79
- 1.67
+11.43
+ 1.68
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II.

(continued)

VARIABLE

NET EFFECTS

INCOME BY RADICALISM
16,000+/nonrightist
16,000+/rightist
12,000-15*000/nonrightist
12,000-15,000/rightist
5,000-11,000/nonrightist
5,000-11,000/rightist

+14.18
-10.48
-12.21
- 1.25
- 5.09
+14.84

ALIENATION BY RADICALISM
Nonalienated/nonrightist
Nonalienated/rightist
Alienated/nonrightist
Alienated/rightist

-25.04
+ 8.46
+ 22.96
- 6.38

* Calculated from LSMLGP computer program: multiple
classification analysis based on least-squares analysis
of variance
a = adjusted deviations from the least-squares mean of

54.54
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